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Welcome to KOHLER ® - where bold thinking and
rigorous craftsmanship combine to bring innovative,
beautiful design to life.
We’re celebrating 146 years of setting the standard
of excellence and pushing the limits of design.
Whether we’re creating kitchen and bath products,
tile and furniture collections, engines and generators,
or four-star resorts and championship golf courses,
our work is born from a desire to design experiences
that make the world more gracious.
After four generations, we remain a family-owned
company. Bolder than ever.

A HISTORY OF
INNOVATION

Kohler Co. is founded
by John Michael
Kohler on December
3 in Sheboygan,
Wisconsin

1873

Kohler Co. enters
the power systems
business with the
world’s ﬁrst enginepowered electric
generator

1920
1916

Kohler Co. designates
an annual Naturalisation
Day for foreign-born
employees to ﬁle for
U.S. citizenship

Orders are
received from ﬁve
major hotels in the
People’s Republic
of China

1986

1980

1964

Plant is opened
in Mexico City
to produce small
engines

European plumbing
manufacturer Jacob
Delafon joins Kohler Co.

1981
The American Club
opens and remains the
midwest’s only AAA ﬁvediamond resort hotel
since 1986

Vitreous china
manufacturing plant
opens in Monterrey,
Mexico

1991
1987

1987 Canadian
company, Hytec
Manufacturing
Ltd., is acquired

1995

A joint venture known
as Foshan Kohler Ltd.
in China begins

Kohler Co. opens a
plant in Singapore and
enters a joint venture
with a Beijing faucet
manufacturer

Karat, a vitreous china
product manufacturer in
Thailand, is acquired

Kohler Co. acquires
Lombardini Srl,
a diesel engine
manufacturer in
Reggio Emilia, Italy

Doors open and
manufacturing begins
in Jhagadia, India

Kohler Co. celebrates
the opening of its
first office for Sub
Saharan Africa, in
Johannesburg,
South Africa

Kohler Co.
plans to reach
its net zero
environmental
footprint goal
by 2035

Kohler Co. acquires
Fiori Ceramica in
Brazil

2002

1996
1998
Kohler Co. opens a
plant near Shanghai for
production of plumbing
products

2004
Kohler Co. acquires the
Old Course Hotel, Golf
Resort and Spa, and The
Duke’s course in
St. Andrews, Scotland

2007

2014

2009

2008
Uninterruptible Power
Supplies Ltd. in the
United Kingdom is
acquired

2011
Kohler Co. acquires
Novita, a bidet seat
company in
South Korea

2035
2019
Kohler Co. opens its
East African office in
Nairobi, Kenya

KOHLER
SUSTAINABILITY
®

Working toward sustainability and supporting
conservation initiatives is an ongoing journey
for Kohler, and creating water-conserving
products has been a key component since
the 1970s. But to truly have an impact today
requires something more – a willingness to
take chances, a propensity for innovation and
a commitment to making the world a better
place. Fortunately, Kohler has a tradition of all
three.
The seeds of sustainability were planted in
1913 when Walter Kohler worked with the
Olmsted Brothers to develop the first of two
50-year plans for the green spaces of the
Kohler Co. Campus and the Village of Kohler,

Wisconsin. Because of these early efforts,
the Village of Kohler has been a registered
botanical garden since 2004. Kohler has
preserved hundreds of acres of wilderness
and wetlands as well.
Having grown into a global company, our
dedication to the environment now includes
a global sustainability goal of net zero, as well
as a strategy to reduce our environmental
footprint every year until we reach that goal
by 2035. We have a history of looking ahead
and doing all we can to ensure the future of
our community and our world. We honor that
tradition by creating a better future.

We began our official journey toward sustainability in 2008 when we set our goal to reduce our carbon
footprint and solid waste by 3% annually, achieving net zero with offsets by 2035. The strategy we’ve put into
place to reach that goal combines footprint reduction, product innovation and education.

HOW WE’RE

getting there
Reduce energy use

We measure emissions from all fuels used by
Kohler Co.: generation of electricity consumed

Drive growth in
sustainable products and
services

by Kohler Co. facilities, company-owned
planes and vehicles in direct support of
company sales, and transportation-related
emissions generated in support of supply

We’ve committed to developing products

chain operations.

and services that exhibit “more sustainable”
attributes that are meaningful to the
consumer.

Make landfill
disposal of solid
waste obsolete
Solid wastes may be liquid or

NET ZERO

2035

solid and are often shipped
off-site or handled on-site for
recycling or disposal. Net Solid

Embed
sustainability in
the KOHLER
culture
We educate our internal and

Waste is the Total Solid Waste

external stakeholders and drive

minus Recycled Material.

sustainable practices in our daily
work. Our global network of
Sustainability Champions

Reduce water use each year
We measure all water used by Kohler Co.
operations, including process water, cooling
water, sanitary and irrigation. Water may be
obtained from a public or private utility, wells or
from surface water.

educate, inspire and guide their
fellow associates to help
implement the Kohler
Sustainability Strategy.

Global
PROJECTS

KOHLER ® products grace the interiors of buildings throughout the world, from the
incredible Burj Khalifa in Dubai to The Savoy in London. Our Global Projects team, located
internationally, are eager to share their expertise to help build inspired spaces anywhere
in the world. We offer solutions for every aesthetic, budget and experience from spa
indulgence to high-rise chic. From public settings to guest rooms, Kohler will help
transform your property from a place to visit to a place to indulge.

Fairmont Pacific Rim Vancouver, British Columbia

Sofitel Grand Sopot, Poland

Park Hyatt Washington, D.C.

Dom Hotel Cologne, Germany

The Cosmopolitan Las Vegas, Nevada

Aramani Hotel Milan, Italy

Wynn Encore Las Vegas, Nevada

Four Seasons St. Petersburg, Russia

The Ritz-Carlton Dallas, Texas

Stay Easy Hotel Cape Town, South Africa

W Hotel Austin, Texas

Atlantis Dubai, United Arab Emirates

Westin Cape Town, South Africa

Burj Khalifa Dubai, United Arab Emirates

St. Regis Atlanta, Georgia
The Roosevelt Hotel New Orleans, Louisiana

Seven Stars Resort Providenciales,
Turks & Caicos Islands

Sun Square Hotel Cape Town, South Africa

Raffles Makkah Palace Makkah, Saudi Arabia

Hilton Orlando, Florida

Singita Kwitonda Lodge Volcanoes National
Park, Rwanda

The Ritz-Carlton Charlotte, North Carolina
JW Marriott Indianapolis, Indiana
Hôtel Plaza Athénée New York, New York
City Lodge Dar es Salaam, Tanzania
InterContinental New York, New York
St. Regis Bahia Beach Rio Grande, Puerto Rico
Westin Playa Bonita Panama City, Panama
W Hotel Santiago, Chile
Tambo del Inka Urubamba, Peru
Banyan Tree Cabo Marqués Acapulco, Mexico
St. Regis Mexico City, Mexico
Four Seasons Punta Mita, Mexico
Four Seasons Marrakech, Morocco
The Savoy London, England
Four Seasons London, England
Sheraton Paris, France
City Lodge Nairobi, Kenya

The Kampala Serena Kampala, Uganda
Ciragan Palace Kempinski Istanbul, Turkey
Leela Kempinski Delhi, India
Westin Siray Bay Phuket, Thailand
Shangri-La Hotel Mumbai, India
Sofitel Mumbai, India
Fairmont Peace Hotel Shanghai, China
Peninsula Shanghai, China
Furama Hotel Dalian, China
The Ritz-Carlton Sanya, China
The Ritz-Carlton Kowloon, Hong Kong
Sheraton Shenzhen, China
The Ritz-Carlton Beijing, China
Royal Park Luanda, Angola
Four Seasons Desroches Island, Seychelles
The Maslow Time Square, Pretoria, South Africa
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ARTIST
EDITIONS

Artist Editions

®

The Artist Editions ® line features a number of bathroom basins that
are crafted from natural materials using methods that have been
passed down for generations. Honouring the inherent beauty and
potential of the materials, KOHLER® designers and artisans create
one-of-a-kind works of art for the home.
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ARTIST
EDITIONS

ARTIST
EDITIONS

Kamala

®

K-14281-TF

Cast bronze basin in tumbled bronze

Kamala® names both a Southeast Asian tree and the orange-red dye made from its seeds powdery
coating. The cast-bronze basin evokes the tropical climate where this sought-after medicinal tree
grows. Its low-relief pattern of dots, ridges, scrolls and links draws inspiration from patterns created
two millennia ago by the Dong Son and others who used a lost-wax casting technique to craft
intricate rain drums.
Dimensions: L | W | H
505mm | 505mm | 194mm
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ARTIST
EDITIONS

ARTIST
EDITIONS

Lilies Lore

®

K-14297-MP1

Cast bronze undercounter basin

Originating centuries ago in Greece, Africa, Mesopotamia and Asia, bronze casting has been
associated with classical, Renaissance and even contemporary art. Breathing new life into an oldworld material, the cast-bronze Lilies Lore® basin takes on a modern shape through an organic and
intricate pattern. Its low-profile texture moves beyond traditional feminine representations of lilies
for a fresh approach.
Dimensions: L | W | H
432mm | 356mm | 130mm
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ARTIST
EDITIONS

ARTIST
EDITIONS

Antilia

®

K-2369-B11

Wading Pool® glass countertop basin in ice finish

The legendary island Antilia was said to have been discovered in the Atlantic Ocean off the coast of
Portugal by people fleeing Hispania in 734. Today, cartographers know no such island exists, but its
intrigue remains. By bestowing this name on the Antilia® Wading Pool basin, KOHLER® celebrates
the sense of allure found throughout nature.
Dimensions: L | W | H
713mm | 433mm | 70mm
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ARTIST
EDITIONS

ARTIST
EDITIONS

Marrakesh

™

K-11000-BU-96

Design on Bol® single lever mixer*

K-14046-BU-96

Undermount basin

K-14031-BU-96

Vanity top with single mixer hole

Named for the ancient capital of Morocco, the Marrakesh™ design was inspired by Moorish
architecture. Marrakesh, the city, once served as a stop along a major trade route to the famous
Timbuktu. The Marrakesh™ countertop draws inspiration from mosaics found in quaint Moroccan
courtyards, while the intricate and abstract floral pattern embellishing the basin is inspired by artwork
found in mosques.
Basin dimensions: L | W | H
349mm | 349mm | 175mm

Vanity top dimensions: L | W | H
787mm | 556mm | 19mm

*Must Order:
G1/2” adapter required K-880095 (2 nos. per tap)
21
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ARTIST
EDITIONS

ARTIST
EDITIONS

Pallene

®

K-14016-B11

Spun glass vessel in ice finish

Named for one of the seven beautiful daughters of the giant Alkyoneus in Greek mythology, the
Pallene® Vessels basin displays an intricate, classically inspired pattern embossed on its exterior.
The smooth surface of the bains’s interior lets water flow gracefully over this fine detailing for a
strong visual appeal.
Dimensions: L | W | H
479mm | 479mm | 103mm
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ARTIST
EDITIONS

ARTIST
EDITIONS

Lavinia

®

K-2367-B11

Glass vessel in ice finish

Artisans have used glass for more than five millennia, and today this material remains an essential
element in our homes and our art. The Lavinia® Vessel spun glass basin marries form and function
to celebrate this time-honoured craft, capturing the raw perfection of nature. Its organic funnel
shape and slender, refined walls provide a showcase for the interplay of light and water.
Dimensions: L | W | H
483mm | 483mm | 102mm
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ARTIST
EDITIONS

ARTIST
EDITIONS

Botanical
Study
®

K-14223-BT-0

On Conical Bell® vessel

The crisp lines of a leaf. The soft blossom of a flower. Botany has captivated artisans around the
world since the earliest times. Botanical Study® draws on the rich tradition of botanical art, including
the 16th-century Turkish floral designs that graced pottery, rugs and henna body art and 17th and
18th-century European botanical studies. Intricate graphite tulips and chrysanthemums gently
entwine as a butterfly flutters nearby, presenting a graceful portrayal of nature.
Dimensions: L | W | H
413mm | 413mm | 162mm
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ARTIST
EDITIONS

ARTIST
EDITIONS

Sartorial

®

K-75749-HD2-7

Herringbone in Black Black™ on Carillion Rectangular Wading Pool®

The Sartorial collection pays homage to the refined elegance of 19th-century European textiles.
Inspired by haberdashery fabrics, this herringbone pattern strikes a modern, geometric note,
showcased beautifully on the Carillon® vessel basin. Pair it with the Sartorial® Paisley basin for a
coordinated master bath vanity.
Dimensions: L | W | H
536mm | 370mm | 156mm
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ARTIST
EDITIONS

ARTIST
EDITIONS

Sartorial

®

K-75749-HD1-0

Herringbone in White™ on Carillion Rectangular Wading Pool®

Made up of Herringbone and Paisley, both familiar patterns, this collection’s forms are made
original with fresh presentations that enliven the bathroom. The Herringbone design celebrates the
increasingly popular white on white trend with raised delicate, yet geometric, patterns that are
timeless, tactile, and dimensional.
Dimensions: L | W | H
536mm | 370mm | 156mm
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ARTIST
EDITIONS

ARTIST
EDITIONS

Caravan
Persia

®

K-14223-SR2-0

On Conical Bell® vessel

Influenced by one of the oldest continuous civilizations, the Persia design reflects a rich tradition of
culture and art. An eye-catching classic, Persia offers a fresh interpretation of Middle Eastern and
Indian design traditions, drawing inspiration from decorative architecture and Moorish style. Organic,
open line work contrasted with geometric patterns creates a unique juxtaposition and richness with
gold and platinum micas.
Dimensions: L | W | H
413mm | 413mm | 162mm
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ARTIST
EDITIONS

ARTIST
EDITIONS

Briolette

™

K-2373-TG1

Glass basin in translucent dusk

K-2373-B11

Glass basin in ice finish

From its roots in ancient India to its discovery by European royals, the briolette-an oval or pearshaped gemstone cut in triangular facets remains one of the most distinctive gemstone cuts. Its
popularity reemerged during the Victorian era and the art deco period, and today the Briolette™ glass
basin builds on the tradition.
Dimensions: L | W | H
445mm | 445mm | 121mm
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ARTIST
EDITIONS

ARTIST
EDITIONS

Kallos

®

K-2361-B11

Spun glass undermount basin in ice finish

Named for the Greek word meaning beauty or grace, the Kallos® basin draws on the rich tradition of
ancient artistry. Its detailed architectural pattern recalls the coffered dome of Rome’s ancient
Pantheon, delicately expressed in spun glass. The fine-cut glass design conceals items stored
beneath the basin, while reflecting light and colour in captivating patterns.
Dimensions: L | W | H
406mm | 406mm | 130mm
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ARTIST
EDITIONS

ARTIST
EDITIONS

Derring

™

K-17890-RL-RB2

Round bathroom basin

K-17916-RL-RB2

Rectangular bathroom basin

Inspired by studio pottery, the Derring™ collection celebrates the inherent beauty and authenticity of
handcrafted ceramics. Each basin is a one-of-a-kind creation, finished with unique artisanal glazes
that produce fascinating surface effects. A hand-carved texture accentuates the glazes’ subtle tonal
variations. Featured in neutral hues, this basin can be the centerpiece of your bathroom.
Round dimensions: L | W | H
449mm | 449mm | 152mm

Rectangular dimensions: L | W | H
536mm | 370mm | 156mm
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ARTIST
EDITIONS

ARTIST
EDITIONS

Shagreen

®

K-77714-SSP

Wading Pool on Carillion® round

The Shagreen® collection celebrates the subtle colouring and distinctive pebbled texture of natural
shark and ray leather. Inspired by oil spot glazes that originated in China during the Song Dynasty,
a two-step glaze process uses minerals to create an interplay of shimmery and matte effects. The
rich glazed finish shows iridescent pearly tones and a gently granulated texture similar to leather.
Each pattern, formed through an organic process, is unique.
Dimensions: L | W | H
449mm | 449mm | 152mm
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ARTIST
EDITIONS

ARTIST
EDITIONS

Understanding
YOUR SPACE
From New York to Shanghai to Nairobi, KOHLER’s
leading-edge products help today’s most forwardthinking designers and developers realise their vision.
There are a lot of elements to consider when planning
your new bathroom. In this book, you’ll find everything
you need to start your project and make your design
process easier. Learn about the quality of KOHLER®
materials, the unique technologies that only we can
offer and our distinctive, award-winning designs that
will bring your vision to life.
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SUITES

SUITES

Suites
Meticulously designed as complete,
integrated, yet customizable units,
KOHLER® suites help achieve a unified
look for the bathroom. By coordinating
from a wide range of fixtures, mixers
and accessories, Kohler suites provide
a perfect bathroom solution.
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SUITES

TERRACE
& Stance

SUITES

TM

®

1
4

2

3
5

7

6

9

8

10

11

1.

Beitou™

Single-control basin mixer in polished chrome

2.

Terrace™

1000mm vanity top with one mixer hole in white

3.

Terrace™

1000mm base unit with one drawer in glossy
white

4.

Loure®

800x600mm rectangular multifunction rainpanel
with LED lights in polished chrome

K-97168IN-CP

5.

WaterTile®

54 nozzle square bodyspray with soothing spray
in polished chrome

K-8002IN-CP

6.

DTV+™

Digital interface

K-99693-P-NA

Must Order: System controller module
6-Port Digital thermostatic valve
9.1m Data cable

K-99695-NA
K-682W-K-NA
K-97172-NA

7.

DTV+™

Digital Interface mounting bracket

8.

Note™

Face plate in polished chrome

9.

*Stance®

K-99856IN-4-CP
K-XC112K-00
K-EB1187-G1C

K-99694-CP
K-75891IN-M-CP

Wall-mount bath spout in polished chrome

K-14795A-CP

10. Evok™

Freestanding acrylic bubble massage bathtub

K-18344T-G-0

11. Terrace™

Wall-hung toilet with Quiet-Close™ seat
cover in white
Must Order: Plastic outlet connector

12. Avid™

Single-control freestanding bath mixer in
polished chrome
Must Order: Mounting base

* Special order, this product has a lead time of minimum 120 days.

12

K-72986IN-S-00
K-1046327-S
K-97367T-4-CP
K-97904T-NA
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SUITES

ESCALE
& Avid

SUITES

TM

TM

1
3

2

7

8

4

9
6
5

Avid™

Single-control tall basin mixer with drain in
polished chrome

2.

Escale™

Vanity top with single mixer hole in white

K-19034W-00

3.

Rain
Showerhead™

334mm square Katalyst™ ultra-thin showerhead
in polished chrome

K-9302IN-CP

1.

Must Order: Wall/ceiling mount shower arm in
polished chrome
4.
5.

K-16346IN-CP
K-16347IN-CP
K-11623IN-CP

Pebble™

Face plate in polished chrome

K-5413IN-M-CP

Escale™

Wall-hung toilet with Quiet-Close™ slim seat
cover UF in white

K-16817IN-SS-0

Avid™

Single-control freestanding bath filler in
polished chrome

Must Order: Plastic outlet connector
6.

K-97347IN-4-CP

Must Order: Mounting Base
40mm recessed bath and shower trim with
diverter in polished chrome

K-1046327-S
K-97367T-4-CP
K-97904T-NA
K-97487IN-4-CP

7.

Avid™

8.

*Loure®

Wall-mount bath spout in polished chrome

9.

Escale™

Freestanding acrylic bathtub in white

K-11344T-0

Must Order: Drain in polished chrome

K-17188T-CP

Must Order: Trim only, for use with valve

* Special order, this product has a lead time of minimum 120 days.

K-882IN-CP
K-14676A-CP
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SUITES

MODERN LIFE
& Aleo+

SUITES

TM

TM

1

3

2
4

6
5

8

7

9

1.

Aleo+™

Single-control basin mixer with drain in
polished chrome

2.

Modern Life™

600mm vessel with single mixer hole in white

K-77775T-1-0

3.

Rain
Showerhead™

203mm square Katalyst™ rain showerhead in
polished chrome

K-18360IN-CP

Must Order: Wall/ceiling mount shower arm in
polished chrome

K-16346IN-CP
K-16347IN-CP
K-11623IN-CP

4.

Strayt™

Deck-mount bath filler with
hand shower in polished chrome

5.

Aleo+™

Recessed bath and shower trim with diverter
in polished chrome

6.

Note™

Face plate in polished chrome

7.

Modern Life™

Wall-hung toilet with Quiet-Close™ slim seat
cover UF in white

Must Order: Trim only, for use with valve

Must Order: Plastic outlet connector

K-72312IN-4-CP

K-37337T-4-CP
K-72328IN-4FP-CP
K-882IN-CP
K-75891IN-M-CP
K-77142IN-SS-0
K-1046327-S

8.

Aleo+™

Wall-mount bath spout in polished chrome

K-99061IN-CP

9.

Evok™

Freestanding acrylic bubble massage bathtub

K-18344T-G-0
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SUITES

SUITES

BLACK
& GOLD
1
2

3
4

7
5

6

8

1.

Purist™

Single-control tall basin mixer with drain in
vibrant rose gold

2.

Chalice
Round™

Vessel without mixer hole in black

3.

Purist™

Single-control basin mixer without drain in
vibrant rose gold

K-14404T-4-RGD
K-14800-7
K-14402A-4AND-RGD

4.

Forefront™

Vessel basin with single mixer hole in black

5.

Lynk™

Face plate in black

K-75890IN-M-7

6.

Presqui’le™

Wall-hung toilet with Quiet-Close™ seat cover
in black

K-18133IN-S-7

Must Order: Plastic outlet connector for
wall-hung toilets
7.
8.

*Underscore™

Drop-in Vibracoustic bath with centre drain

Purist™

Single-control freestanding bath filler in
vibrant rose gold
Must Order: Mounting Base

* Special order, this product has a lead time of minimum 120 days.

K-2660-1-7

K-1046327-S
K-1835-VBC-7
K-10129A-B4-RGD
K-97905T-NA
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SUITES

REVE
&Composed

SUITES

TM

TM

2

1

3

6
4

5

7

9

8

Composed™

Single-control side handle basin mixer with drain
in polished chrome

K-73050IN-7-CP

2.

Pebble™

Face plate in polished chrome

K-5413IN-M-CP

3.

Rain
Showerhead™

384mm square Katalyst™ ultra-thin showerhead
in polished chrome

1.

Must Order: Wall/ceiling mount shower arm in
polished chrome

K-9301IN-CP
K-16346IN-CP
K-16347IN-CP
K-11623IN-CP

4.

Reve™

1000mm vanity top with single mixer hole
in white

5.

Reve™

Wall-hung toilet with Quiet-Close™ slim seat
cover UF in white

6.

Composed™

40mm recessed bath and shower trim with
diverter in polished chrome

7.

*Loure®

Wall-mount bath spout in polished chrome

K-14676A-CP

8.

Composed™

Deck-mount bath filler with handshower in
polished chrome

K-73078T-4-CP

9.

*Reve™

Freestanding bath with Brilliant Blanc base

K-894-F62-0

Must Order: Plastic outlet connector

Must Order: Trim only, for use with valve

* Special order, this product has a lead time of minimum 120 days.

K-5026K-00
K-5053IN-SR-0
K-1046327-S
K-73100T-4-CP
K-882IN-CP
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TOILETS

Toilets
TOILETS

KOHLER ® toilets offer a variety of
performance-driven flushing systems
that are engineered to meet your
particular needs. Whether your needs
are based on extraordinary flushing
power or complete, quiet performance
with added comfort, Kohler toilets
provide the perfect solution. Select
models integrate with Kohler suites
and ensembles to create a unified
look throughout your bathroom.
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NXT, YOUR FUTURE
IS ALREADY HERE
TOILETS

With a performance of more than double the industry standards
the KOHLER ® NXT Range announces the future of flushing. Now,
never look back.

ENGINEERED FOR FLUID DYNAMICS
The rim guides the water jets to create a high velocity stream hitting
the bowl at high pressure.

INTELLIGENT POWERJETS
By controlling the time gap between two major jets the waste is
completely removed from the bowl. As the rear jet pushes the waste
down, the front jet joins in and creates a powerful deluge to transport
the waste 18 meters away into the drain.

SCIENTIFICALLY DESIGNED SUMP
Waste matter slides away due to the design of the toilet engine. The
sump is scientifically designed, with a backward slope that shifts the
lowest point beyond visible range.
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TOILETS

ENHANCED PERFORMANCE STANDARD
Heavy waste flushing performance
ASME
standard 350g

Light waste flushing performance
NXT Toilets flush 2X
more waste compared
to industry standard

American Society Of Mechanical Engineering (ASME) Standard

95% waste removal
in single flush as
per ASME

NXT Performance

99.88% waste
removal in single
flush in NXT Toilets
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CHOOSING
YOUR TOILET

Modernlife™ Wall-hung toilet with thin Quiet-Close™ seat in white K-77142IN-SS-0
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CONSIDER YOUR SPACE

RECTANGULAR

ELONGATED

• Rectangular shape for larger
spaces and contemporary
aesthetic

• Measures 473mm or more
• Fits most residential spaces
• Provides added room and
comfort for adults

ROUND - FRONT
• Measures 425mm or less
• A good solution for small
spaces

TOILET SPACE
Incredible performance. Award-winning design. Innovative technology. With KOHLER toilets, you can
count on it all. Our range of stylish water-saving toilets give you powerful and efficient performance with the
cleanliness and comfort you want.
®

CONSIDER STYLE & CLEANLINESS
INTELLIGENT TOILETS
• Fully automated toilets
come with motion sensors
• Automatic flush and
advanced bidet functions

ONE-PIECE
• Integrated tank and bowl
offer a seamless easy-toclean design

WALL-HUNG
• Mounts to wall for easy
cleaning beneath the
toilet
• Tank and mounting
hardware are concealed
behind the wall

TWO-PIECE
• Separate tank and bowl
design

• Fewer crevices for dirt and
germs to hide

WALL-HUNG WITH
EXPOSED TANK
• Mounts to wall for easy
cleaning beneath the toilet
• Exposed tank option
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Every aspect of the design is aimed at achieving ultimate
hygiene. A combination of the easy-lift seat, rimless bowl
and overall shape ensures effective flushing and prevents
dirt traps.

Modernlife™ Wall-hung toilet with Quiet-Close™ slim seat cover UF in white K-77142IN-SS-0
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MODERNLIFE™
The innovative ModernLife™ toilet was designed with
effortless hygiene in mind. Its ultra-thin modern seat and
seamless curves complement contemporary bathrooms
and guarantee easy cleaning.

TOILETS

KEY FEATURES
100% TRULY RIMLESS BOWL
Pure rimless design to prevent the hidden
build-up of stains and dirt. No groove allows
for effortless cleaning.

EASY LIFT SEAT
Modern, ultra-thin seamless lid designed to
limit contact for hygienic purposes.

EASY CLEAN AROUND
Unique streamlined design facilitating
effortless and quick cleaning.

BEVELLED EDGE
Designed for drainage of excessive liquid into
the bowl to prevent unhygenic build-up.

EASY SEAT REMOVAL
Fully detachable seat allowing
for thorough easy cleaning.

MODERNLIFE™

K-77142IN-SS-0

Wall-hung toilet with Quiet-Close™ slim seat
cover UF in white
540
360

357

P-Trap (200mm rough-in)
Must Order:
Plastic outlet connector for wall-hung toilets
(K-1046327-S)
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Reve™ with Quiet-Close™ slim seat cover UF in white K-5053IN-SR-0
Pebble™ Face plate in polished chrome K-5413IN-M-CP
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WALL-HUNG TOILETS
Versatile and easy to clean, KOHLER ® wall-hung toilets can be installed at a convenient height. Reducing clutter and
saving space, these toilets provide exceptional flushing performance and a streamlined silhouette for the modern

TOILETS

residential or commercial bathroom. Explore the Kohler range of wall-hung toilets in a variety of shapes and sizes.

TERRACE™

ESCALE ™

K-72986IN-S-00

Wall-hung toilet with Quiet-Close™ seat
cover in white

K-16817IN-SS-0

Wall-hung toilet with Quiet-Close™ slim
seat cover UF in white
600

550
380

375

332

350

P-trap 215mm

P-trap 205mm

Must Order:
Plastic outlet connector for wall-hung toilets
(K-1046327-S)

Must Order:
Plastic outlet connector for wall-hung toilets
(K-1046327-S)

REVE ™

PRESQU’ILE ™

K-5053IN-SR-0

Wall-hung toilet with Quiet-Close™ slim
seat cover UF in white

K-18133IN-S-7

Wall-hung toilet with Quiet-Close™ seat
cover in black
555

560
365

380

355

330

P-trap 220mm

P-trap 245mm

Must Order:
Plastic outlet connector for wall-hung toilets
(K-1046327-S)

Must Order:
Plastic outlet connector for wall-hung toilets
(K-1046327-S)

For wall-hung installation (choose any option)
M12 Rack Bolt
K-1213309-0 or K-1213309-1BLM-0

Wall Bracket M12

Chair Bracket

Instafit+

Instafit

K-1224238-IN-0

K-1225108-0

K-77028IN-M-NA

K-77029IN-M-NA

* Please contact our technical representative for information on ‘Must Order’ list for all the above SKUs.
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FOREFRONT ™

MODERNLIFE™

K-72835IN-S-0

K-77142IN-SS-0

Wall-hung toilet with Quiet-Close™ slim seat
cover UF in white

Wall-hung toilet with Quiet-Close™ seat in white
550

540
355

360

357

360

P-Trap 220mm
P-Trap 200mm

Must Order:
Plastic outlet connector for wall-hung toilets
(K-1046327-S)

PRESQU’ILE ™

Must Order:
Plastic outlet connector for wall-hung toilets
(K-1046327-S)

FREELANCE™

K-18133IN-SS-0

Wall-hung toilet with Quiet-Close™ slim
seat cover UF in white

Wall-hung toilet with Quiet-Close™
seat cover in white

555

580
380

330

360

P-trap 245mm

P-trap 215mm

Must Order:
Plastic outlet connector for wall-hung toilets
(K-1046327-S)

Must Order:
Plastic outlet connector for wall-hung toilets
(K-1046327-S)

For wall-hung installation (choose any option)
M12 Rack Bolt
K-1213309-0 or K-1213309-1BLM-0

Wall Bracket M12

Chair Bracket

Instafit+

Instafit

K-1224238-IN-0

K-1225108-0

K-77028IN-M-NA

K-77029IN-M-NA

* Please contact our technical representative for information on ‘Must Order’ list for all the above SKUs.
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K-18132IN-2SR-0

357

TOILETS

REPLAY™

REPLAY™

K-6098IN-SR-0

Wall-hung toilet with Quiet-Close™ slim
seat cover UF in white

K-6098IN-S-K4

Wall-hung toilet with Quiet-Close™
seat cover in cashmere

540

540
371

355

371

355

P-Trap 215mm

P-Trap 215mm

Must Order:
Plastic outlet connector for wall-hung toilets
(K-1046327-S)

Must Order:
Plastic outlet connector for wall-hung
toilets (K-1046327-S)

OVE™

TRACE™

K-17647IN-S-0

Wall-hung toilet with Quiet-Close™
seat cover in white

K-20217IN-S-0

Wall-hung toilet with Quiet-Close™
slim seat cover UF in white

540

544

360

335

362

399

P-trap 225mm

P-trap 225mm

Must Order:
Plastic outlet connector for wall-hung toilets
(K-1046327-S)

Must Order:
Plastic outlet connector for wall-hung toilets
(K-1046327-S)
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Brive Plus™ wall-hung toilet with Quiet-Close™ seat cover in white K-13945IN-S-0

REACH ™

ODEON ™

K-72987IN-S-0

Wall-hung toilet with Quiet-Close™
seat cover in white

Wall-hung toilet with Quiet-Close™
seat cover in white
540

535
365

68

K-8752IN-S-0

360

400

P-trap 205mm

P-trap 225mm

Must Order:
Plastic outlet connector for wall-hung
toilets (K-1046327-S)

Must Order:
Plastic outlet connector (K-1046327-S)

380
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BRIVE PLUS ™

ODEON ™

K-13945IN-S-0

K-17661K-S-0

Wall-hung toilet with exposed tank with
Quiet-Close™ seat cover in white

Wall-hung toilet with Quiet-Close™ seat
cover in white
520

700
360

372

398

752

P-trap 216mm

P-trap 225mm
Must Order:
Plastic outlet connector for wall-hung toilets
(K-1046327-S)

INDEPENDENT BOWLS

PANACHE™

K-4104IN-S-00

Independent floor-mount toilet with
Quiet-Close™ seat cover in white
358

390

550

P-trap 185mm

For wall-hung installation (choose any option)
M12 Rack Bolt
K-1213309-0 or K-1213309-1BLM-0

Wall Bracket M12

Chair Bracket

Instafit+

Instafit

K-1224238-IN-0

K-1225108-0

K-77028IN-M-NA

K-77029IN-M-NA

* Please contact our technical representative for information on ‘Must Order’ list for all the above SKUs.
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DURABLE

TOILETS

LEAK PROOF DESIGN

Modernlife™ Wall-hung toilet with Quiet-Close™ seat cover UF in white K-77142IN-SS-0
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IN-WALL TANKS
Designed to accommodate any of our wall-hung toilets, KOHLER ® in-wall tanks provide reliable performance and sleek
styling for commercial and residential bathrooms. Minimising clutter for optimal use of space and ease of cleaning, these
in-wall tanks and tank covers with dual actuation offer a modern solution.

Leak proof
design

TOILETS

FEATURES

Flexible installation

Effortless flushing
& high performance

Easy maintenance

Long lasting

Instafit means crack free structures, leak proof design, high material strength and thickness, strong load bearing abilities
and an incredible sloping bottom that prevent the accumulation of debris.

INSTAFIT+

K-77028IN-M-NA

In-wall tank with full frame and
accessory box included (Mechanical Cistern)

INSTAFIT

K-77029IN-M-NA

In-wall tank with half frame and
accessory box included (Mechanical Cistern)
514

560

1126

1107

RECOMMENDATION: Connector box (K-1355356) is for all in-wall tanks.
Required for pan outlet connections.
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IN-WALL TANKS

PNEUMATIC IN-WALL TANKS
BENEFITS
TOILETS

Pneumatic In-wall tanks provide the flexibility of choosing the faceplate position, while providing a super-smooth actuation
mechanism. A thin plastic tube carries air from the faceplate to the valves within the tank, which get actuated due to the
compressed air.
•

Faceplate can be positioned up to 1.5 m away from the In-wall tank (a service access window is still needed in front
of the tank)

•

Advanced actuation mechanism, with the right amount of pressure feedback

•

Easy to service, with no plastic actuation rods that could break

INSTAFIT+

INSTAFIT

K-77028IN-P-NA

K-77029IN-P-NA

In-wall tank with half frame and
accessory box included (Pneumatic Cistern)

In-wall tank with full frame and
accessory box included (Pneumatic Cistern)

514

560

1107

1126

RECOMMENDATION: Connector box (K-1355356) is for all in-wall tanks.
Required for pan outlet connections.

Min - Max
10.75-80.7

180

215
140

270
200

SOFTPRESS

™

Pneumatic flush valve

72

K-31538IN-CP

Min - Max
115-270
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TOILETS
Lynk™ Face plate in black K-75890IN-M-7
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Pebble™ Face plate in polished chrome K-5413IN-M-CP

FACE PLATES
Designed to accommodate any of our wall-hung toilets, KOHLER® face plates provide reliable performance and sleek
styling for commercial and residential bath or powder rooms. Minimising clutter for optimal use of space and ease of
cleaning, they offer a modern solution for water conservation.

NOTE™

LYNK™

K-75891IN-M-CP

K-75890IN-M-CP

Face plate in polished chrome

Face plate in polished chrome

225

225

160

160

Face plates also available in:

Face plates also available in:
Face plate in glossy white

K-75891IN-M-0

Face plate in glossy black

K-75891IN-M-7

0

7

AF

Face plate in french gold

K-75890IN-M-AF

Face plate in glossy white

K-75890IN-M-0

Face plate in glossy black

K-75890IN-M-7

0

7
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PEBBLE™

K-75890IN-P-CP

Pneumatic face plate in polished chrome

K-5413IN-M-CP

TOILETS

LYNK™

Face plate in polished chrome

225

225
160

160

Face plates also available in:
Face plate in vibrant brushed
bronze

PEBBLE™

K-75890IN-P-BV

BV

DROPLET™

K-5413IN-P-CP

Pneumatic face plate in polished chrome

Face plate in polished chrome
225

225

160

160

BEVEL™

K-4177IN-M-CP

K-8857IN-M-CP

Face plate in polished chrome
225
160

Face plates also available in:
Face plate in french gold

K-8857IN-A-AF

AF

* Please contact our technical representative for information on
‘Must Order’ list for all the above SKUs.
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BOLD
INNOVATION

Veil™ Floor-mount intelligent toilet with integrated bidet in white K-5401X-0
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INTELLIGENT TOILETS

TOILETS

KOHLER ® intelligent toilets combine innovative design,
technology and personalised cleansing into stunning
styles. From striking forms to programmable settings, our
intelligent toilets bring a new level of everything you desire
in a toilet - intuitive, intelligent and eco friendly.

The top THREE reasons
why intelligent toilets are the now...

1

ARTFUL DESIGN
Intelligent toilets feature an innovative tankless design that makes a
stunning style statement in any decor while their skirted one-piece
design makes them easy to wipe clean. The intuitive touch-screen
remote can be mounted on the wall or be handheld.

2

PERSONALISED COMFORT

3

DYNAMIC CLEANSING

Control your preferences for a heated seat, bidet and air dryer with an
intuitive touch-screen remote. A built-in LED night light and hands-free
opening and closing functionality provide added convenience.

Offering remarkable bidet cleansing built directly into the design,
intelligent toilets feature a self-cleaning bidet wand, precision air dryer
and a deodorising filter all in one.
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Veil™ Wall-hung intelligent toilet with integrated bidet K-5402K-0
78

VEIL ™
Unveiling the exquisite curves and ultra-responsive controls, Veil™ is an eclectic story of spectacular artistry and
automation. This finely sculpted toilet features a plethora of customised features created to offer the ultimate in comfort

TOILETS

and hygiene.

VEIL ™

KEY FEATURES

K-5402K-0

Wall-hung intelligent toilet with
integrated bidet

• Touchless as well as manual flushing options
(4.5/3L)

478

• Auto open with adjustable sensing distance
438

675

1265
435

• Stainless steel wand with 78 nozzles, cleansed by
UV light
• Adjustable spray, position, water pressure and
temperature
• Seat that can be warmed to comfort level

P-Trap 305mm

• Touchless flush plate in Honed White and
concealed cistern included

VEIL ™

K-5401X-0

Floor-mount intelligent toilet with
integrated bidet
438

670
533

S-Trap 305mm

KEY FEATURES
• Double-siphonic flushing
• Auto open with adjustable sensing distance
• Stainless steel wand with 78 nozzles, cleansed
by UV light
• Adjustable spray, position, water pressure and
temperature
• Auto flush after usage

* Please contact our technical representative for information on ‘Must Order’ list for all the above SKUs.
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C3 Seats
™

C3 ™ toilet seats with bidet functionality use the naturally soothing quality of water as a refreshing,

TOILETS

hygienic alternative to toilet tissue to meet our evolving sense of clean.

1

The three Cs of the C3 Seat range.

CLEANLINESS

Integrated bidet functionality
redefines our idea of clean. An

COMFORT

C3-125 and C3-225 toilet seats
offer benefits far beyond

3

CONVENIENCE

Two attractive models of the C3™

toilet seat allow users to achieve

in-tank water heater warms the

traditional plumbing, with heated

a new level of care. Features

water, while dual wands give a

seats and a selection of water

include a user sensor and

soft, aerated wash in posterior

temperature and flow settings.

energy-saving function, plus a

and anterior positions. A touch

nightlight and Quiet-Close™ lid

of the keypad controls rate and

and seat.

temperature of water flow.
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2

™

C3™ TOILET SEAT
Designed for cleanliness, comfort and convenience, the C3TM toilet seats with bidet functionality offer a gentle wash, preset to

TOILETS

your individual preference.

C3-125

K-4737T-0

Electronic bidet seat
506
416

160
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HANDS ARE
TOILETS

MADE FOR LOVE
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PURECLEAN ™
When it comes to comfort and hygiene, KOHLER® PureClean™ is matchless. It is ergonomically designed, and is
environmentally friendly versus toilet paper. The PureClean™ has a retractable wand, front and rear wash, water pressure
control, a non-corrosive body and a single easy-to-use lever to control all functions. Go ahead, experience hands free

TOILETS

hygiene with the PureClean™ Bidet Seat, because hands are made for love.

FEATURES
COMFORT

No electricity required

Variable water pressure

Ease of use

Quiet-close functionality

Self cleaning nozzle

High quality
thermoplastic body

Quick release technology

HYGIENE

Front and rear wash

1

BENEFITS

3

HYGIENE
Hands free cleaning for better
hygiene.

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY
Reduce your environmental impact by
using PureClean ™ instead of toilet paper.

2
4

EASY TO INSTALL
Easy to install and fits perfectly
on a variety of toilets.

EASY TO CLEAN
Comes off the bowl with ease to
give a thorough bowl cleaning.
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Odeon™ Wall-hung bowl with PureClean™ seat K-6301IN-0
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PURECLEAN ™
When it comes to comfort and hygiene, KOHLER® PureClean™ is matchless. It is ergonomically designed, and is
environmentally friendly versus toilet paper. The PureClean™ has a retractable wand, front and rear wash, water pressure

TOILETS

control, a non-corrosive body and a single easy-to-use lever to control all functions.

PURECLEAN ™

PURECLEAN ™

K-72757IN-0

Manual bidet seat (Oval)

K-8195IN-0

Manual bidet seat (Round)
478

490

376

107

375

Toilets including PureClean™ seat:

Toilets including Pureclean™ seat:

Presqu'ile™ wall-hung toilet including PureClean™ seat

K-6321IN-0

Odeon™ wall-hung toilet with exposed tank including
PureClean™ seat

K-6302IN-0

Brive Plus™ wall-hung toilet including PureClean™ seat

K-97318IN-0

Odeon™ wall-hung toilet including PureClean™ seat

K-6301IN-0

*Also compatible with the Panache™ two piece toilet

K-18152IN-00
K-18153IN-00
K-72757IN-00

PURECLEAN ™

108

Ove™ wall-hung toilet including PureClean™ seat

PURECLEAN ™

K-8196IN-0

K-99994IN-0

K-96001IN-0

Manual bidet seat (Forefront™)

Manual bidet seat (Square)
488

503
379

107

373

107

Toilets including PureClean™ seat:

Toilets including PureClean™ seat:
Replay™ wall-hung toilet including PureClean™ seat

K-99992IN-0

Freelance™ wall-hung toilet including PureClean™ seat

K-99993IN-0

Forefront™ wall-hung toilet including
PureClean™ seat

K-77017IN-0

* Please contact our technical representative for information on ‘Must Order’ list for all the above SKUs.
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Complementary™ Deco health spray
in polished chrome K-12927IN-CP

COMPLEMENTARY™
DECO

K-12927IN-CP

Health spray with metal hose and holder in
polished chrome

COMPLEMENTARY™
DECO

Health spray with metal hose and holder in
brushed nickel

59
102

86

K-12927IN-BN

59
102

HEALTH SPRAYS
Unique in the market, Kohler's ergonomic product design, intuitive flow control and robust air-induction technology
provides for a best in class spray that assures comfortable full coverage with enhanced cleaning capability for those

TOILETS

hard to cover areas.

COMPLEMENTARY™
ACCENT

K-12929IN-CP

Health spray with metal hose and holder in
polished chrome

ELATE™

K-97258IN-CP

Health spray with hose and fixed wall
bracket in polished chrome
34

59

47

132

47

162

ELATE™

K-97258IN-BV

Health spray with hose and fixed wall
bracket in vibrant brushed bronze
34

COMPLEMENTARY™
BASIC

K-12925IN-CP

Health spray with metal hose and holder in
polished chrome

47
59
47

162

COMPLEMENTARY™
BASIC

93

K-12925IN-RGD

Health spray with metal hose and holder in
vibrant rose gold
59
93

87
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One-Piece Toilets
One-piece toilets offer the exceptional functionality
you expect from KOHLER®, but with a lower profile.
You can transform even the smallest bathroom
into a well-designed, comfortable space.
• Clean with ease thanks to a seamless tank and bowl
design and, on some toilets, concealed or skirted
trapways.
• Make your bathroom feel more spacious with a lower
tank profile, which fits under many bathroom
countertops.
• Choose your shape: some styles feature compact
elongated bowls, which fit in the space needed for a
round-front toilet.
• Avoid virtually all plugs with a precision-engineered water
delivery system.
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San Raphael™ One-piece toilet with Quiet-Close™ seat cover in white K-3722X-0
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ONE-PIECE TOILETS

TOILETS

KOHLER® one-piece toilets integrate tank and bowl into a seamless, space saving design that is easy to clean.

SAN RAPHAEL™

K-3722X-0

One-piece toilet with Quiet-Close™ seat
cover in white
520

KARESS™

K-3902IN-S-0

One-piece toilet with Quiet-Close™ seat
cover in white
735

734

367

750

620

S-trap 305mm

Class Five™

S-trap 305mm

Must Order:
Floor flange accessory pack (K-1042534)

REACH™

ANTARES ™

K-3983IN-S-0

One-piece toilet with Quiet-Close™ seat
cover in white

K-17609T-S2-0

One-piece toilet with Quiet-Close™ seat
cover in white

724

726
722

S-trap 305mm

682

366

INGENIUM®

395

S-trap 305mm

* Please contact our technical representative for information on ‘Must Order’ list for all the above SKUs.
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Escale™ Two-piece toilet with Quiet-Close™ seat and cover in white K-3588T-H-0

92

TWO-PIECE TOILETS
Providing exceptional performance, KOHLER® two-piece toilets feature the traditional design of a separate tank and
bowl. Two and three-bolt installation system ensures a sturdy and level connection that is easy to install. Choose from
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a wide array of styles, shapes and sizes to suit your individual preferences.

ESCALE ™

KARESS™

K-3588T-H-0

Two-piece toilet with Quiet-Close™ seat
cover in white

K-5331T-S-0

Two-piece toilet with Quiet-Close™ seat
cover in white

684
730
834

805

391

370

S-trap 305mm

S-trap 100-305mm
Must Order: Vario Pan Connector (K-1036902),
Cario Trap (P-Trap) K-1036901

MEMOIRS ™

K-3439T-S-0

Two-piece toilet with stately design, with
Quiet-Close™ seat cover in white
469

753
791

AVANTIS™

K-4761-CP-LAW

Walnut wooden elongated toilet seat
140

476

INGENIUM®
360

S-trap 100-305mm
Must Order:
Floor flange accessory pack (K-1042534)

21

Complementary Pan:
Memoirs™ K-3439T-S-0

Optional Seat:
Avantis™ wood EB toilet seat (K-4761-CP-LAW)

* Please contact our technical representative for information on ‘Must Order’ list for all the above SKUs.
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Panache™ Two-piece toilet with Quiet-Close™ seat cover in white K-17640IN-S-00
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MODERNLIFE™

K-30150IN-S-0

Two-piece toilet with Quiet-Close™ slim
seat cover UF in white
650

394

PANACHE ™

K-17640IN-S-00

Two-piece toilet with Quiet-Close™ seat
cover in white
370

650
775

800

P-trap 185mm

S-trap 260mm

Must Order:
Cario pipe for P-trap configuration 180mm
(K-1036901)

Must Order:
Cario pipe for P-trap configuration 180mm
(K-1036901)
Cario+Vario pipe for S-trap configuration
90mm-190mm (K-1036901 + K-1036902)

ODEON ™

BRIVE PLUS ™

K-8711IN-S-0
P-trap 178mm

K-8753IN-S-0
S-trap 255mm

Two-piece toilet with Quiet-Close™ seat
cover in white
698

K-1921IN-S-0
P-trap 180mm

I

P-trap 185mm

K-1939IN-S-0
S-trap 205mm

Two-piece toilet with Quiet-Close™ seat
cover in white
673

777

390

Must Order:
For K-8711IN-S-0: 180mm P-Trap connector (K-1036901)
For K-8753IN-S-0: Rubber spud outlet (K-1060831)

765

365

Must Order:
For K-1921IN-S-0: 180mm P-Trap connector (K-1036901)
For K-1939IN-S-0: Rubber spud outlet (K-1060831)

* Please contact our technical representative for information on ‘Must Order’ list for all the above SKUs.
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BASINS

STYLE
YOUR WASHBASIN SPACE
At KOHLER®, we offer everything you need to create a stylish, functional and efficient
BASINS

vanity area; whether you’re looking to make a statement in a petite powder room, needing
an efficient space where you can speed through morning routines or desiring a spacious
vanity where you can sit and pamper yourself.
Choose basins, mixers and accessories for a cohesive, complete solution. Our breadth
of options lets you personalise the look and function to your style and needs.

Forefront™ 900mm vanity top with single mixer hole in white K-2749T-1-0
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BASINS

Terrace™ 1000mm vanity top with single mixer hole in white K-XC112K-00

98

VANITY TOP
Our basins and vanity tops are designed to fit standard industry sizes. The range of colours, materials and configurations

BASINS

will let you design your space freely.

TERRACE™

TERRACE™

K-XB112K-00

Vanity top with two mixer holes in white

K-XC112K-00

Vanity top with single mixer hole in white
1000

1200
210
490

ESCALE™

490

TERRACE™

K-19034W-00

K-EB1187-G1C

1000mm base unit with one drawer in
glossy white

Vanity top with single mixer hole in white
1000

1000
520

210

1000

115
490

380
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BASINS

Forefront™ vanity top with single mixer hole in white K-2749T-1-0

100

FOREFRONT™

K-2748T-1-0

Vanity basin with double bowl in white

520

FOREFRONT™

BASINS

1200
190

K-2749T-1-0

Vanity top with single mixer hole in white
900

520

REACH™

195

K-18572T-1-0

Vanity top with single mixer hole in white
700

500

150

101

BASINS

Chalice Round™ vessel without mixer hole in black K-14800-7

102

BASINS

Vessel
Vessel is the centerpiece which
accentuates the design language of
your bathroom, whether it be in your
powder room or main bathroom.
offers
meaningful
KOHLER ®
choices for contemporary as well
as classical shapes that inspire
confidence and also leave generous
room for personal expression.
103

BASINS

Leaf™ vessel without mixer hole in white K-2530W-00
Mica™ vessel without mixer hole in white K-90011T-0

104

LEAF™

K-1044T-7

Cast iron vessel without mixer hole in black

Vessel without mixer hole in white
600

615

310

ESCALE™

380

133

REVE™

K-19047W-00

Vessel without mixer hole in white

185

K-4819K-00

Vessel without mixer hole in white
550

410

410

MICA

K-2530W-00

BASINS

PETALINE™

375

167

MICA

K-90012T-0

176

K-90011T-0

Square vessel without mixer hole in white

Round vessel without mixer hole in white

393

ø410

155

158
393

105

VEIL™

K-77171IN-0

Vessel without mixer hole in white
591

450

BASINS

178

FOREFRONT™

K-2660-1-7

Vessel with single mixer hole in black
585

460

173

Recommended:
Bottle trap

K-75823IN-CP

FOREFRONT™

K-5373T-0

Vessel without mixer hole in white
575

410

175

Forefront™ also available in:
Vessel without mixer hole in
Honed Thunder Grey

K-5373IN-HG1

Vessel without mixer hole in
Honed Peacock

K-5373IN-HP1

Vessel without mixer hole in
Honed Truffle

K-5373IN-HT1

Recommended:
Bottle trap
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K-75823IN-CP

FOREFRONT™

CHALICE ROUND™

K-2660IN-1-0

Vessel with single mixer hole in white

K-14800-7

Vessel without mixer hole in black

585
ø420

203

173

BASINS

460

Recommended:
Bottle trap

K-75823IN-CP

MODERNLIFE™

MODERNLIFE™

K-77775T-1-0

Vessel without mixer hole in white

Vessel with single mixer hole in white
598

598

481

RIBANA™

K-77776T-0

181

397

RIBANA™

K-77065IN-0

Vessel with single mixer hole in white

176

K-77066IN-0

Vessel without mixer hole in white

546

546

437

165

396

165

107

BASINS

Forefront™ square vessel with single mixer hole in white K-75374IN-1-0

108

CHALICE OVAL™

FOREFRONT™

K-99183T-0

K-2661IN-0

Square vessel without mixer hole in white

Oval vessel without mixer hole in white

110

379

170

413

188

BASINS

413

508

Forefront™ also available in:
Square vessel without mixer
hole in cashmere

K-2661IN-K4

Recommended:
Bottle trap

FOREFRONT™

K-75823IN-CP

TRACE™

K-75374IN-1-0

Square vessel with single mixer hole in white
413

K-75376IN-1-0

Vessel with single mixer hole in white
600

460

82

125

440

150

Recommended:

Recommended:
Bottle trap

K-75823IN-CP

TRESHAM™

Bottle trap

K-75823IN-CP

K-2965T-0

Vessel without mixer hole in white
449

362

174
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BASINS

Conical Bell™ vessel without mixer hole in white K-2200IN-G-0

110

LADENA™

K-9220T-0

Vessel without mixer hole in white

370

KARESS™

BASINS

537

203

K-2764T-1-0

Vessel with single mixer hole in white
615

443

CONICAL BELL™

198

K-2200IN-G-0

Vessel without mixer hole in white

ø413

162

111

BASINS

Kankara™ vessel without mixer hole in white K-76601IN-0

112

BASINS

KANKARA™

K-76600IN-0

Vessel with single mixer hole in white
568

438

KANKARA™

130

K-76601IN-0

Vessel without mixer hole in white
563

403

130

113

BASINS

Serif™ self-rimming basin with single mixer hole K-2075IN-1-0

114

SEMI-RECESSED
KOHLER® semi-recessed basins are the perfect space saver, allowing for a clean, minimalistic feel.

K-11479T-VC1-0

Rectangle semi-recessed basin with single
mixer hole

FOREFRONT™

K-98930X-1-0

BASINS

FOREFRONT™

Square semi-recessed basin with single
mixer hole
420

578
462

460

172

Recommended:

174

Recommended:

Bottle trap

K-75823IN-CP

Bottle trap

K-75823IN-CP

SELF-RIMMING
KOHLER® self-rimming basins with rimmed edges that can be placed directly over the countertop openings.

SERIF™

MEMOIRS™

K-2075IN-1-0

Self-rimming basin with single mixer hole
in white

K-2241IN-1-0

Self-rimming basin with single mixer hole
in white
579

563

414

210

459

220

115

BASINS

Ladena™ undercounter basin in white K-2215IN-0

116

UNDERCOUNTER BASINS
KOHLER ® undercounter basins are attached to the underside of countertops. This means that they can be installed

BASINS

under a variety of tops to give your bathroom a personalised feel, whilst keeping the basin neat and clean.

FOREFRONT™

LADENA™

K-2949T-0

Undercounter basin in white

K-2215IN-0

Undercounter basin in white

620

591

450

175

206

413

Recommended:
Bottle trap

CAXTON™

K-75823IN-CP

CAXTON™

K-2210IN-0

Small undercounter basin in white
489

K-2211IN-0

Large undercounter basin in white
536

413

191

435

192
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BASINS

Memoirs® pedestal basin with single mixer hole in white K-2238T-1-0

PEDESTAL BASINS
KOHLER pedestal basins feature a basin that is positioned at a comfortable standing height and rests on a pedestal base.
®

These basins offer a clean, distinctive look that can help give a small space a more open feel.

BRIVE PLUS™

MEMOIRS®

K-8700IN-1-0

Pedestal basin with single mixer hole in white
540

Pedestal basin with classic design and single mixer
hole in white
610

464

Brive Plus™ Pedestal

864

502

| K-8705IN-0

Brive Plus™ basin with single mixer hole | K-8703IN-1WH-0
118

K-2238T-1-0

Memoirs® Pedestal

868

| K-2267T-0

Memoirs® basin with single mixer hole | K-2239T-1-0

WALL-MOUNT BASINS
With their versatility and exceptional durability, KOHLER ® wall-mount basins are a natural choice for any bathroom.
Mounted on the wall at your preferred height, these basins provide optimal functionality, space-saving benefits and chic,
contemporary style.

STRUKTURA™

K-17156K-00

Basin with single mixer hole in white

GH112K-00

BASINS

PANACHE™

Basin with single mixer hole in white

600

450

480

STRUKTURA™

200

350

170

GE112K-00

Basin with single mixer hole in white
550

170

400

HALF-PEDESTAL BASINS

BRIVE PLUS™

K-96050IN-0

Half-pedestal basin with single mixer hole in white
450

412

Brive Plus™ Half-pedestal

304

| K-5584IN-0

Brive Plus™ basin with single mixer hole | K-5583IN-1WH-0

* Please contact our technical representative for information
on ‘Must Order’ list for all the above SKUs.
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BATHROOM
MIRRORS
Your bathroom mirror should be more than a functional piece
in a well-designed space. It should pull the entire luxurious
aesthetic together to create a place of peace and reflection.
Experience this and more as you step into the future of
BATHROOM
MIRRORS

reflection with the Kohler Bathroom Mirror range.

120

BATHROOM MIRRORS
Form meets function in a range so beautiful and versatile that you can find something so perfectly suited to your space,
every time, regardless of where your style inspiration comes from.

TERRACE™

K-EB1182-NF

1000mm mirror
1000

BATHROOM
MIRRORS

685

FOREFRONT™

K-23266IN-NA

900mm mirror with LED lighting, Anti-Steam
feature and a digital clock
900

31

650

FOREFRONT™

K-23265IN-NA

600mm mirror with LED lighting, Anti-Steam
feature and a digital clock
600

31

650
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BATHING
SPACE

BATHING
SPACE

BATHING
SPACE

Whether you’re designing a new
master suite or remodeling a guest
bathroom, we have the right sizes,
colours and installations to fit
your bathing needs. Choose from
signature KOHLER ® hydrotherapy
options to outfit your bath with the
healing benefits of water. With a
wide assortment of styles ranging
from classic to contemporary and
everything in between, you’re sure
to find your perfect bath.

Here’s what you need
to consider when
selecting a bath:
• Size
• Installation
• Material
• Hydrotherapy and upgrades
• Style
• Mixers and fillers

Ceric® freestanding lithocast bathtub K-8336T-0
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BATHING
SPACE

Veil® freestanding lithocast bathtub K-8331T-0

124

BATHING
SPACE

Bath
Create a relaxing bathing experience
with KOHLER ® baths. Durable
materials such as Kohler cast iron and
high-gloss acrylic form the foundation
for ergonomic bath shapes in an array
of styles. Select from a multitude of
installation options and transform your
bathing environment into a luxurious
retreat.
125

BATHING
SPACE

Ceric® freestanding lithocast bathtub K-8836T-0
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VEIL®

K-8336T-0

Freestanding lithocast bathtub in white
1651

Freestanding lithocast bathtub in white
1649

738

791

CLEO™

K-8331T-0

581

954

CLEO™

K-99158T-0

Freestanding cast iron bathtub with coloured
pattern

619

BATHING
SPACE

CERIC®

K-11195T-0

Freestanding cast iron bathtub in white
1750

1750
640

800
800

640

Must Order:

Must Order:
Drain in polished chrome

K-18436T-CP

Cleo cast iron bathtub feet

K-11194T-0

EVOK™

Drain in polished chrome

K-18436T-CP

Cleo cast iron bathtub feet

K-11194T-0

ESCALE™

K-18343T-0

Rectangular freestanding acrylic bathtub
in white

K-11344T-0

Freestanding acrylic bathtub in white
1775

1675
870
762

640

610

Must Order:
Drain in polished chrome
* Please contact our technical representative for information on ‘Must Order’ list for all the above SKUs.

K-17188T-CP

127

BATHING
SPACE

Lovee™ freestanding cast iron bathtub in white K-9287T-GR-0

128

LOVEE™

MILANO™

K-9287T-GR-0

Freestanding cast iron bathtub in white

Acrylic drop-in bathtub in white
1794

1700

750

567

Must Order:

900

530

Must Order:
K-1148034-0

Drain in polished chrome finish

K-17758T-CP

Bathtub grip rail

K-8243T-CP

Adjustable feet

K-1172T-NA

Drain in polished chrome finish

REACH™

K-1707T-1P-0

K-17295T-CP

BATHING
SPACE

Lovee Bathtub Apron

OVE™

K-18742T-0

K-15848T-0

Drop-in acrylic bathtub in white

Acrylic drop-in bathtub with orange pillow

1700

1700

750

Must Order:
Drain in polished chrome finish

700

470

460

Must Order:
K-17295T-CP

Drain in polished chrome finish

K-17295T-CP

* Please contact our technical representative for information on ‘Must Order’ list for all the above SKUs.
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KOHLER SIGNATURE
®

BATHING
SPACE

HYDROTHERAPIES

EFFERVESCENCE
Effervescence hydrotherapy caresses your body in a warm, slow-moving embrace. Water and air gently travel through unique
ports designed to pamper your body with champagne-like bubbles that cling to your skin. Creating a serene and meditative
environment, effervescence envelops your body with sensory delight.

BUBBLEMASSAGE TM
BubbleMassage™ hydrotherapy is designed to deliver a holistic, full-body experience. Warm air is pushed through the
360-degree staggered airjet design, creating thousands of bubbles. Your entire body is thoroughly massaged, while the
random motion of bubbles traveling along your body to the surface helps center and clear your mind. You can tailor the
intensity of each bathing experience, from a soothing caress to a vigorous massage.

130

KOHLER® is the only bathing manufacturer in the world to own and operate an award-winning water spa. Our
expertise in hydrotherapy allows us to create truly unique experiences that help stimulate the senses and
bring the mind and body into balance.

BATHING
SPACE

Enjoy spa treatment benefits in the comfort of your home with Kohler bathing products, so you feel an
enhanced sense of well-being.

WHIRLPOOL
Whirlpools are engineered to maximise the unique benefits of targeted hydro-massage and similar to a deep tissue massage,
can potentially increase blood flow. Delivering powerful directed massage, our whirlpools offer real solutions for unwinding and
revitalisation. Kohler whirlpool jets rotate for precise positioning and adjust for intensity, customising each bathing experience.

BATH
Sometimes, a simple approach is the best. Uncomplicated and well-conceived. We engineer our baths so that nothing comes
between you, your bathing preferences and all-encompassing comfort. Our baths are ergonomically crafted to gently support
the natural curves and angles of the body. For the bathing purist in each of us, Kohler baths help keep life simple.
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BATHING
SPACE

Ove™ drop-in acrylic whirlpool bathtub with grey pillow K-1709T-K58-0

132

WHIRLPOOL AND BUBBLEMASSAGE ™
KOHLER® hydrotherapy baths are a seamless blend of art and technology. Select from a multitude of installation and
comfort options to find the choice that is perfect for your bath space.

EVORA™

EVOK™

K-18749X-0

2 person drop-in acrylic whirlpool with
pneumatic switch

K-18344T-G-0

Freestanding acrylic bubble massage bathtub
1675

1850
762

610

600

BATHING
SPACE

1100

OVE™

OVE™

K-1709T-K58-0

Drop-in acrylic whirlpool bathtub with
grey pillow

Drop-in acrylic whirlpool bathtub with
orange pillow
1700

1700

470

750

750

Must Order:

470

Must Order:

Drain in polished chrome finish

HOURGLASS™

K-1709T-K1P-0

K-17295T-CP

Drain in polished chrome finish

K-17295T-CP

K-1404T-K-0

Acrylic whirlpool
1524

813

508

Must Order:
Drain in polished chrome finish

K-17295T-CP

* Please contact our technical representative for
information on ‘Must Order’ list for all the above SKUs.
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BATHING
SPACE

Purist™ Single-control freestanding bath filler in vibrant rose gold K-10129A-B4-RGD

134

BATH
FILLER

BATHING
SPACE

Our expanded offering of bath fillers
comes in a range of styles. Based on
your bathroom’s configuration you
could choose from a freestanding,
floor-mount bath filler or deck-mount
bath filler.

FLOOR-MOUNT BATH FILLERS
• Feature an integrated hand shower for added
convenience
• Single-handle models easily control water
temperature and activation
• Bath fillers carry water up from the floor,
keeping the bath’s deck uncluttered

DECK-MOUNT BATH FILLERS
• Simple and intuitive to use
• Ideal for under-mount and drop-in installations
• Deck-mount fillers can be installed onto a stone
or tile deck, or often onto the bath’s surface
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BATHING
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Purist™ Single-control freestanding bath filler in vibrant rose gold K-10129A-B4-RGD

PURIST™

K-10129A-B4-RGD

307

202

ø27

Single-control free-standing bath filler in
vibrant rose gold
940

Must Order:
Mounting Base

136

K-97905T-NA

188

FLOOR-MOUNT BATH FILLERS

AVID™

MARGAUX™

K-97367T-4-CP

Single-control freestanding bath filler in
polished chrome

Single-control free-standing bath filler in
polished chrome
276

K-15359T-B4-CP

235

124

28
28

220
981

218

BATHING
SPACE

935

Must Order:

Must Order:
Mounting Base

JULY ™

K-97904T-NA

K-97905T-NA

PURIST™

K-98614T-4-CP

Single-control freestanding bath filler with
hand shower in polished chrome
321

Mounting Base

K-10129T-B4-CP

Single-control free-standing bath filler in
polished chrome
307

88

202

ø27

226
940

926

Must Order:
Mounting Base

188

Must Order:
K-97904T-NA

Mounting Base

K-97905T-NA

* Please contact our technical representative for information on ‘Must Order’ list for all the above SKUs.
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BATHING
SPACE

Beitou™ deck-mount bath filler in polished chrome with hand shower K-99874T-9-CP
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DECK-MOUNT BATH FILLERS

BEITOU™

K-99874T-9-CP

Deck-mount bath filler with hand shower in
polished chrome
140

COMPOSED ™

K-73078T-4-CP

Deck-mount bath filler with hand shower in
polished chrome

315

28
233
261

48

245

BATHING
SPACE

225

AVID ™

K-97360T-4-CP

Deck-mount bath filler with hand shower
in polished chrome
28

STRAYT™

K-37337T-4-CP

Deck-mount bath filler with hand shower
in polished chrome
260

198

28

85
231

177
78.8

STANCE ®

K-14774IN-4-CP

Deck-mount single-control bath filler with
hand shower in polished chrome
192

210

234
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TRENDS

MINIMALISM

Components

TM

A radically simple modernist collection of interchangeable spouts and handles.
Components presents minimalist aesthetic and the ultimate in customized design choices.
142

TRENDS

MINIMALISM

Modernism continues to blur, stretch and reshape design until it’s both
familiar and surprisingly new. It follows, then, that the latest kitchen and
bathroom trends aren’t strictly defined: rather than existing in silos, they
are woven together into a spectrum.

Kohler explores these movements and invites you to fearlessly discover
the layers of self-expression found in every element and to discover a
fresh perspective as modern design unfolds before you.
143

TRENDS

MONOCHROMATIC MINIMALISM
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MONOCHROMATIC MINIMALISM

MONOCHROMATIC
MINIMALISM

TRENDS

SIMPLE AND CLEAN
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TRENDS

MONOCHROMATIC MINIMALISM
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TRENDS

MONOCHROMATIC MINIMALISM
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MONOCHROMATIC MINIMALISM

TRENDS

Visual cohesion creates
a sense of order.
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TRENDS

MONOCHROMATIC MINIMALISM
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TRENDS

MONOCHROMATIC MINIMALISM

150

TRENDS

MONOCHROMATIC MINIMALISM
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TRENDS

GEOMETRIC MINIMALISM
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GEOMETRIC MINIMALISM

GEOMETRIC
MINIMALISM
TRENDS

ANGULAR LINES AND SUBTLE SHAPES
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TRENDS

TRENDS

Repetitive,
complementary
patterns.
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TRENDS

GEOMETRIC MINIMALISM
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TRENDS

GEOMETRIC MINIMALISM
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TRENDS

GEOMETRIC MINIMALISM
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TRENDS

GEOMETRIC MINIMALISM
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TRENDS

LAYERED MAXIMALISM
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LAYERED MAXIMALISM

LAYERED
MAXIMALISM
TRENDS

A CURATION OF VARIED AESTHETICS
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TRENDS

LAYERED MAXIMALISM
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TRENDS

LAYERED MAXIMALISM

Designing without fear
of extravagance.
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TRENDS

LAYERED MAXIMALISM
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TRENDS

LAYERED MAXIMALISM
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TRENDS

LAYERED MAXIMALISM

Unbridled self - expression.
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TRENDS

LAYERED MAXIMALISM
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TRENDS
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TAPS
& MIXERS
The design and detailing of your bathroom is something that can bring
you pleasure everyday; it is not a place for compromise. KOHLER®offers
an inspiring breadth and depth of mixers for basin, bath and shower
applications. Ceramic disc valving and flexible stainless steel supplies,
along with an array of styles and finish options, allow homeowners to

TAPS &
MIXERS

complete their bathrooms with confidence.

170
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TAPS &
MIXERS

VIBRANT
FROM KOHLER

®

Finish that lasts
The rich selection of colours and textures provide a deep
offering of fully coordinated bathroom elements. The result
is a designer’s dream: an extraordinary range of colours that
can transform tapware into bathroom stars.
Our finishes exceed the industry durability standards two
times over. Adding a nickel undercoating enhances the
strength and color integrity and gives KOHLER® mixers a
rich lustre that resists scratching, tarnishing and corrosion.

ADVANTAGES AT A GLANCE
• Enhanced against corrosion and scratchTAPS &
MIXERS

resistance
• Lustrous and durable surface for lasting beauty
• Wide variety of colours and materials to
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accommodate a multitude of styles
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TAPS &
MIXERS

MIXER
TECHNOLOGY

DETENT TECHNOLOGY
DETENT SAVES 50% WATER WITH THE INTERMEDIATE STOP IN THE MIXER LEVER.
KOHLER ® Detent Technology is an intermediate stop built into several of our
mixer levers for a 50% water saving. This expertly designed technology

D

offers the user the opportunity to utilise the mixer in two modes:

50% INTERMEDIATE MODE
Provides sufficient flow for a large
number of routine washing including,
brushing your teeth and hands.

174

100%

FULL FLOW MODE
Provides greater flow for more
intensive usage including cleaning your
washbasin or filling the basin quickly.

SAFESEAL™
Safeseal™ Waterways prevents any contact between water and the metal body of the mixer by regulating flow through a
special built in waterway.

Safer touch
Scald proof as hot water
doesn't come in contact
with metallic surface

Safer water
No contamination of lead
and nickel in water

35mm mixer cartridge
High performance in low
pressure conditions

Mixer cartridges tested
for 1 million cycles

TAPS &
MIXERS

(Two times the industry
standard, ASME standard)
Durable performance;
equals 50 years usage for
mixers

SAFE
SEAL™

AWARD-WINNING DESIGN

PROVEN PERFORMANCE

Whether traditional or contemporary, a mixer that
bears the name KOHLER® carries with it the pride
of having been designed with utmost care for
every detail. Each piece is thoughtfully designed
to be exceptional on its own.

Cartridges used in single and two-handle mixers employ ceramic
discs fired to near-diamond hardness, so debris gets ground and
flows out. The discs’ movement has a polishing effect that over
time creates smooth and consistent handle operation.
Every handle is tested and guarded against wobble or looseness,
ensuring each mixer delivers joy for its entire life.
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FIND YOUR
MIXER
Our mixers and accessories allow you to design bathrooms that are tailored expressions of your
personal style. It’s simply a matter of settling on a design and finish that’s right for you and choosing
the components you’ll need, we’ve done the rest of the legwork for you.

Select a configuration
SINGLE-HANDLE MIXERS
• Control water volume and temperature with a single handle
• Designed for a basin with a single hole

WIDESPREAD MIXERS
• A great addition to larger vanity areas and pedestal basins
• Requires three mixer holes that measure 203mm to
406mm from one side to the other

TALL MIXERS
• Known as Tall or Tower models

TAPS &
MIXERS

• Designed to accommodate above-counter KOHLER®
Vessel

WALL-MOUNT MIXERS
• Mounted on the wall behind the basin
• Ideal for above-counter, wall-mount and under-mount
basin
• Helps keep the countertops clear
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THE KOHLER MIXERS ADVANTAGE
®

KOHLER® mixers are designed, engineered and manufactured to the highest standards
of quality and deliver a lifetime of uncompromised performance.

Durable Ceramic Valves
Tested to 1,000,000 on/off cycles equaling 50 years of use for mixers,
which is twice the industry standard.

Lasting Finish
Resists corrosion and wear two times longer than the industry standard.

Eco Cartridge
Saves water through two-stage vertical resistance to handle movement
and ensures that the user remains conscious about moving to higher
flow, thereby conserving water.

Easy Clean Sprayface

TAPS &
MIXERS

The mixer surface can be wiped clean with only a wet cloth to get a
sparkling finish.

PVD Technology
Available with the Vibrant Collection, Physical Vapor Deposition
technology offers a range of unique finishes with a 12-year residential
warranty.

Versatile Mixer Height
Combine standard and tall height mixers with the perfect washbasin,
vessel, countertop, etc. to suit your needs.

Safe Touch
Protective shell ensures the mixer is safe to touch.
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DESIGN INSPIRATION
There is no experience so central to our nature as that involving water. Little wonder that so
many of our rituals celebrate and revere it. It defines our well-being. Whatever term is used
to describe it, the modern spa is simply our version of an ancient custom, using water to
rejuvenate, relax and help reinvigorate us.
The experience of water is deeply resonant, none more so than in its natural environment. If we could create a
product that captured the essence of this, we knew that this could embody luxury.
Asia is rich in cultural heritage with the pursuit of peace, tranquility and wisdom through ritual and natural reflection
at its centre. Our Shanghai design team thus led our exploration, seeking to place natural experience first. Concepts
which allowed the simple beauty of water to dominate created the strongest emotional connection – its movement,
reflections, the feel upon fingers suspended in its flow, its gentle sound when allowed to run free. We looked back
at rivers, their meanders and passage around and over stone. To capture this within the confines of a bathroom
environment presents numerous challenges. Not forgetting that the experience must also deliver excellent bathing
functionality, in Beitou we created a form to celebrate water, placing water first, presented up on a stage for our
indulgence and experience. Water rises spring-like and flows smooth and true in a channel seemingly worn by water,
cascading gently into outstretched hands.

TAPS &
MIXERS

There is intentionally nothing more. It is bound by the most basic geometry. A cantilevered spout supported on a
honed cubic pillar that is designed to recede, creates a simple contemporary form that readily complements many
settings.

Beitou™ single-control basin mixer with drain in polished chrome K-99856IN-4-CP
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BEITOU ™
The Beitou™ collection from KOHLER® strikes a balance between architectural forms and stunning displays of nature.
The result is a peaceful appeal that provides precious moments of sanctuary.

BEITOU ™

BEITOU™

K-99856IN-4-CP

Single-control basin mixer with drain in
polished chrome
170

Single-control tall basin mixer with
drain in polished chrome
170

167

K-99858IN-4-CP

167

88

BEITOU™

K-99874T-9-CP

Deck-mount bath filler in polished chrome
with hand shower

272

BEITOU™

K-99876IN-4ND-CP

Single-control wall-mount basin mixer in
polished chrome

315
233

167

261

46
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225

BEITOU™

K-99866T-9-CP

Recessed thermostatic 3-way trim in
polished chrome
110

BEITOU™

K-99868T-9-CP

Recessed thermostatic 5-way trim in
polished chrome
110

242

352

Must Order:
Trim only, for use with valve

Must Order:
K-99870T-CP

* Please contact our technical representative for information on ‘Must Order’ list for all the above SKUs.

Trim only, for use with valve

K-99872T-CP
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Components

™

Bathroom Mixer Collection

Kohler™ has made it easy to create a unique look that suits your own design by introducing a truly versatile
range that allows you to mix and match styles and, more importantly, a variety of Kohler ranges.
TAPS &
MIXERS

The entire Components™ interchangeable range was selected with the epitome of forward thinking design in
mind. This comes together beautifully with gentle precision technology that gives you ultimate control over
your bathroom experience.

YOUR

CREATE

180

WITH INTERCHANGABLE COMPONENTS

TAPS &
MIXERS

Designed to
be Designed.
181

YOUR

CREATE
WITH INTERCHANGABLE COMPONENTS

TAPS &
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Components™ row spout K-77969T-CP with
Lever handles K-77990T-4-CP in polished chrome

COMPONENTS™

K-77968T-CP

Ribbon spout in polished chrome
32

160

K-77967T-CP

Tube spout in polished chrome
25

263

182

COMPONENTS™
160

271

COMPONENTS™
The Components™ interchangeable range is the epitome of forward thinking design. This comes together beautifully with
gentle precision technology that gives you ultimate control over flow and temperature while a hidden aerator creates a
truly organic waterflow. CHOOSE YOUR SPOUT, CHOOSE YOUR HANDLE. MIX AND MATCH AS YOU DESIRE.

COMPONENTS™

K-77969T-CP

Row spout in polished chrome

COMPONENTS™

K-77990T-8-CP

Oyl handles in polished chrome

169

27

ø61

COMPONENTS™

K-77990T-9-CP

Industrial handles in polished chrome

38

COMPONENTS™

K-77990T-4-CP

Lever handles in polished chrome
TAPS &
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209

71,5

ø70
40

44

COMPONENTS™

K-77963T-8A-CP

Rocker handle in polished chrome
ø60

COMPONENTS™

K-78019IN-4A-CP

Recessed bath and shower diverter trim with
pin handle in polished chrome
ø180

31

36

Must Order:
Trim only, for use with valve

K-882IN-CP

183
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Stance® single-control basin mixer without drain in polished chrome K-14760IN-4ND-CP

STANCE®
A definitive expression of contemporary design, the Stance® mixer collection asserts itself with refined angles and
strong, architectural lines. The collection includes washbasin mixers, shower components and bath fillers that use
innovative valve and trim options to combine clean form with ergonomic function.

K-14760IN-4ND-CP

Single-control basin mixer without drain in
polished chrome
67

STANCE ®

Single-control tall basin mixer without
drain in polished chrome
67

206

235

341

216

STANCE ®

K-9106IN-4ND-CP

Wall-mount basin mixer in polished
chrome
230

K-14761IN-4ND-CP

STANCE ®

K-9105IN-4-CP

Recessed bath and shower trim with
diverter in polished chrome
160

202-212

TAPS &
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STANCE ®

179

83

Must Order:
Trim only, for use with valve

STANCE ®

K-10317IN-4-CP

STANCE ®

K-882IN-CP

K-14774IN-4-CP

Deck-mount single-control bath filler with
hand shower in polished chrome

Recessed shower only trim in
polished chrome
160

192

179

210

234

Must Order:
Trim only, for use with valve

K-880IN-CP

* Please contact our technical representative for information on ‘Must Order’ list for all the above SKUs.
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AVID™
design stories

Contemporary interior design has an infinite variety of expressions. To discover the
potential for new and inspiring faucet designs, we continuously converse with designers
and consumers worldwide, probing for insight and meaning that we can connect with
new design. This work caused us to debate emotion in modern design and consider how
to craft minimalism, to prevent it from becoming impersonal without resorting to known
visual characteristics – a non-referential modernity, without a backward glance.
design stories

A global design team, using cultural conversations as
a springboard, set about encapsulating contemporary
mood in metal, seeking sensitivity and emotional
connection without sliding into embellishment or cliché.

projecting a graceful fingertip-control lever far forward.
The lever connection is pushed as far back as possible
to maintain a continuous flowing surface through the
90-degree turn.

Design dissolving
into behavior.
SUSAN SONTAG

TAPS &
MIXERS

Avid’s elegant, modern and somewhat feminine form
was created by the U.S. team following an extensive
collaborative concept period. Fluid metal flows from
deck through spout. As it turns forward, Avid splits,

By pairing painstaking simplicity with visual comfort,
versatile Avid creates an inviting emotional response
Design
and coordinates
withdissolving
most contemporary bathroom
into behavior.
interiors.
SUSAN SONTAG

19
19
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AVID™
Evolving the minimalist design ethos, the Avid™ collection marries art of simplicity with dynamic sensibility. Slender arcs,
smooth planes, arresting angles – each detail is designed to be encountered.

AVID™

AVID™

K-97345IN-4-CP

Single-control basin mixer with drain in
polished chrome

K-97347IN-4-CP

Single-control tall basin mixer with drain
in polished chrome
148

148
253

138

K-97487IN-4-CP

Recessed bath and shower trim with
diverter in polished chrome

AVID™

K-97488T-4-CP

Recessed shower only trim in
polished chrome
105

105

ø180

ø180

85

Must Order:

Must Order:

Trim only, for use with valve

AVID™

85

TAPS &
MIXERS

AVID™

K-882IN-CP

Trim only, for use with valve

K-880IN-CP

K-97358IN-4ND-CP

Single handle wall-mount mixer without
drain in polished chrome
160

209
58

* Please contact our technical representative for information on ‘Must Order’ list for all the above SKUs.
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Avid™ single-control freestanding bath filler in polished chrome, with handshower K-97367T-4-CP

188

AVID™

K-97367T-4-CP

Single-control freestanding bath filler with
handshower in polished chrome
276

124
28

218

935

Must Order:
K-97904T-NA

TAPS &
MIXERS

Mounting Base

AVID ™

K-97360T-4-CP

Deck-mount bath filler with hand
shower in polished chrome
28
198
85
231

* Please contact our technical representative for information on ‘Must Order’ list for all the above SKUs.
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desig

COMPOSED™

composed

Art is the elimination
of the unnecessary

Design exploration only, not part of final Composed c

PABLO PICASSO

Sub-dominant
Sub-dominant

Subordinate

Subordinate
Dominant

Dominant

Art is the elimination
of the unnecessary.

TAPS &
MIXERS

PABLO PICASSO

Diversity within interior design delights and inspires designers at KOHLER®.
Communications and social media streams now fuel experimentation, the leading
edge dancing forward constantly. Against this fluid backdrop, creating new product
demands clarity of purpose and a refusal to compromise.
004089-6_GDS_ALL_ENGLISH_13stories_r2_143299.indd 23

Resonant within our observations was
the repeated role of the best of the best,
those seemingly timeless pieces that
find purpose in many interiors. They are
frequently simple, always highly resolved
and truthful to their intent.
This mindset led us to explore the
meaning of a minimalist masterpiece
in modern times with the intent that
when honestly formed, it could play a
wide variety of roles within the flux of
interior expression in modern bathroom
architecture.

190

Inspiration for Composed™ finally
and purpose from the most compact
came from Rowena Reed Kostellow,
circular and rectilinear forms. A sidea professor at Brooklyn’s famed Pratt
mounted control was introduced to
Institute between 1939 and 1988.
strictly maintain the visual balance, whilst
Kostellow showed generations of artists
providing sensitive fingertip adjustment.
and designers how to transform precisely
Joystick and widespread models carry
defined basic shapes into visual poems
more conventional handles but have the
that elicit an emotional
response.
The
same disciplined attention to detail.
22
single-handle mixer led our exploration.
Often the most difficult piece to design,
Composed™ is obsessively so. The intent
with our self-imposed goal, it would set
is to delight in detail whatever its role
004089-6_GDS_ALL_ENGLISH_13stories_r2_143299.indd 22
the standard for the Composed™ range.
within the interior.
Its elements were repeatedly refined
and reduced, seeking to achieve poise

COMPOSED™
The Composed™ collection by KOHLER ® was designed for connoisseurs of modern art and architecture. Stripped of
non-essential flourishes, Composed™ embodies simplicity. Clean. Classic. Quietly confident. It exemplifies refinement
among Kohler® products as it forms an original composition that is at once unique yet comfortably familiar.

COMPOSED™

K-73050IN-7-CP

Single-control side handle basin mixer
with drain in polished chrome
73

COMPOSED™

K-73159IN-7-CP

Single-control side handle tall basin mixer
with drain in polished chrome
73
222

121

K-73158IN-4-CP

Single-control joystick handle basin
mixer with drain in polished chrome

COMPOSED ™

K-73053IN-4-CP

Single-control joystick handle tall basin mixer
with drain in polished chrome

287

193

216

121

COMPOSED ™

K-73061IN-4ND-CP

Wall-mount single-control basin mixer with
pure handle in polished chrome

TAPS &
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COMPOSED ™

COMPOSED ™

K-73100T-4-CP

40mm recessed bath and shower trim
with diverter in polished chrome
113

230
84

166

100

Must Order:
Trim only, for use with valve

K-882IN-CP

* Please contact our technical representative for information on ‘Must Order’ list for all the above SKUs.
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COMPOSED ™

COMPOSED ™

K-73098T-4-CP

40mm recessed shower only trim in
polished chrome

K-73078T-4-CP

Deck-mount bath filler with
handshower in polished chrome

113

28
233
166

48

100

245

Must Order:
Trim only, for use with valve

K-880IN-CP

VIBRANT FRENCH GOLD

COMPOSED™

K-73050T-7-AF

Single-control side handle basin mixer
with drain in vibrant french gold
73

COMPOSED™

Single-control side handle tall basin mixer
with drain in vibrant french gold

TAPS &
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73
222

121

COMPOSED ™

K-73158T-4-AF

Single-control joystick handle basin
mixer with drain in vibrant french gold

193

192

K-73159T-7-AF

121

COMPOSED ™

K-73053T-4-AF

Single-control joystick handle tall basin
mixer with drain in vibrant french gold

287

216

COMPOSED ™

K-73061T-7-AF

Wall-mount single-control basin mixer
with pure handle in vibrant french gold

COMPOSED ™

K-73100T-4-AF

Recessed bath and shower trim with
diverter in vibrant french gold
113

230
84

166

100

Must Order:
Trim only, for use with valve

COMPOSED ™

K-882IN-AF

K-73098T-4-AF

Recessed shower only trim in vibrant
french gold

166

TAPS &
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113

100

Must Order:
Trim only, for use with valve

K-880IN-AF

* Please contact our technical representative for information on ‘Must Order’ list for all the above SKUs.
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VIBRANT ROSE GOLD

COMPOSED™

K-73050T-7-RGD

Single-control side handle basin mixer with
drain in vibrant rose gold
73

COMPOSED™

Single-control side handle tall basin mixer
with drain in vibrant rose gold
73
222

121

COMPOSED ™

K-73158T-4-RGD

Single-control joystick handle basin
mixer with drain in vibrant rose gold
TAPS &
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K-73159T-7-RGD

COMPOSED ™

K-73053T-4-RGD

Single-control joystick handle tall basin
mixer with drain in vibrant rose gold

287

193

216

121

COMPOSED ™

K-73061T-7-RGD

Wall-mount single-control basin mixer
with pure handle in vibrant rose gold

COMPOSED ™

K-73100IN-4-RGD

40mm recessed bath and shower trim
with diverter in vibrant rose gold
113

230
84

166

100

Must Order:
Trim only, for use with valve

194

K-882IN-RGD

VIBRANT BRUSHED
BRONZE

COMPOSED™

K-73050T-7-BV

Single-control side handle basin mixer with
drain in vibrant brushed bronze
73

COMPOSED™

K-73159T-7-BV

Single-control side handle tall basin mixer
with drain in vibrant brushed bronze
73
222

121

K-73158T-4-BV

Single-control joystick handle basin mixer
with drain in vibrant brushed bronze

COMPOSED ™

K-73053T-4-BV

Single-control joystick handle tall basin
mixer with drain in vibrant brushed bronze

287

193

216

121

COMPOSED ™

K-73061T-7-BV

Wall-mount single-control basin mixer with
pure handle in vibrant brushed bronze
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COMPOSED ™

COMPOSED ™

K-73100IN-4-BV

40mm recessed bath and shower trim
with diverter in vibrant brushed bronze
113

230
84

166

100

Must Order:
Trim only, for use with valve

K-882IN-BV

* Please contact our technical representative for information on ‘Must Order’ list for all the above SKUs.
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Loure® single-control basin mixer with drain in polished chrome K-97907IN-4-CP

196

LOURE®
With its sleek profile and soft curves, the Loure ® collection is a graceful blend of design and functionality.

LOURE®

K-97907IN-4-CP

Single-control basin mixer with drain in
polished chrome

LOURE®

K-97908IN-4-CP

Single-control tall basin mixer with drain
in polished chrome
135

135

219

K-10319IN-4-CP

Single-control basin mixer with drain
in polished chrome
32

LOURE®

Single-control tall basin mixer with
drain in polished chrome
64

98

K-14660IN-4-CP

135

252

365

98

LOURE®

TAPS &
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LOURE®

375

117

K-14602IN-4-CP

Wall-mount basin mixer in polished chrome
252
202

LOURE®

K-14682IN-4-CP

Recessed bath and shower trim
with diverter in polished chrome
162

107

53
162

Valve is included
Must Order:
Trim only, for use with valve

K-882IN-CP

* Please contact our technical representative for information on ‘Must Order’ list for all the above SKUs.
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Marguax™ single-control basin mixer in polished chrome K-16230IN-4-CP

198

MARGAUX ™
Margaux™ mixers offer a unique blend of traditional design elements and modern fluidity to complement eclectic design
interiors.

MARGAUX™

K-16230IN-4-CP

Single-control basin mixer with touch
activated drain in polished chrome
60

135

MARGAUX™

Single-control tall basin mixer without drain
in polished chrome
60

162

297

234

MARGAUX™

K-16231IN-4ND-CP

K-7353IN-4FP-CP

Recessed bath and shower trim with
diverter in polished chrome
170

170

Must Order:
Trim only, for use with valve

K-882IN-CP

K-15359T-B4-CP

TAPS &
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MARGAUX™

Single-control freestanding bath filler
with handshower in polished chrome
235
28
220
981

Must Order:
Mounting Base

MARGAUX™

K-97905T-NA

K-7358IN-4FP-CP

Recessed shower only trim in
polished chrome
170

170

Must Order:
Trim only, for use with valve

K-880IN-CP

* Please contact our technical representative for information on ‘Must Order’ list for all the above SKUs.
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PURIST™
In our conversations with designers and consumers about the bathrooms they
were wanting to create, personalised minimalism was a frequent topic. The calming
allure of perfect proportion, order and refined detail has an enduring and broad
appeal – a counterpoint to a 24/7 lifestyle. For some, this disciplined architecture
is all that’s needed,
purist but for many it forms a background against which individuality
can then be expressed through objects, art or carefully chosen design. This is how
we approached the design of Purist™; we wanted to achieve simplicity with soul to
provide a choice for a discerning eye.

The U.S. design team led the design
and reduced the product to its basic
elements as a starting point. Delving into
the industrial origins of water supply, they
were inspired by the cast, forged and
wrought components where form clearly
followed function.

Purist™ is minimalism with a twist:
contemporary, versatile and confidently
original.

PURIST

™

In our conversations with designers and co
about the bathrooms they were wanting to
personalized minimalism was a frequent to
calming allure of perfect proportion, order a
detail has an enduring and broad appeal – a
to a 24/7 lifestyle. For some, this disciplined
is all that’s needed, but for many it forms a
against which individuality can then be exp
through objects, art or carefully chosen des
is how we approached the design of Purist;
to achieve simplicity with soul to provide a
a discerning eye.

TAPS &
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A simple hand pump led to the unique
body, handle and spout architecture
which defines the Purist™ bathroom sink
mixer and is the essence of the range.
We stripped this iconic form back, making
adjustments for the bathroom application

but staying true to the functional intent.
In our research, we also found the
source of the mixer's subtle character.
To anchor the product, we designed a
turned escutcheon inspired by industrialpurist
revolution-era mouldings and industrial
couplings. Handles start and finish with
precise external and internal radii to give a
quietly decorative strength.
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PURIST™

K-10129T-B4-CP

Single-control freestanding bath filler
with handshower in polished chrome
307

202

ø27

940

188

28
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Must Order:
Mounting Base

200

K-97905T-NA

PURIST™
Purist ™ mixers combine the strength of simple, architectural forms with sensual design lines and careful detailing for
inviting visual appeal.

K-14402IN-4A-CP

Single-control basin mixer with drain in
polished chrome

PURIST™

Single-control tall basin mixer without
drain in polished chrome
159

140

203

PURIST™

305

K-7356IN-4FP-CP

Recessed bath and shower trim with
diverter in polished chrome
ø177

PURIST™

K-7362IN-4FP-CP

Recessed shower only trim in polished
chrome
ø177

177

177

Must Order:

Must Order:

Trim only, for use with valve

PURIST™

K-14404IN-4AND-CP

TAPS &
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PURIST™

K-882IN-CP

Trim only, for use with valve

K-880IN-CP

K-14415IN-4ND-CP

Wall-mount basin mixer without drain in
polished chrome
229

220

* Please contact our technical representative for information on ‘Must Order’ list for all the above SKUs.
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Purist™ single-control basin mixer without drain
in vibrant rose goldK-14402A-4AND-RGD

202

VIBRANT ROSE GOLD

PURIST™

K-14402A-4AND-RGD

Single-control basin mixer without drain
in vibrant rose gold

PURIST™

K-14404T-4-RGD

Single-control tall basin mixer with drain
in vibrant rose gold
159

140

203

PURIST™

K-10129A-B4-RGD

Single-control freestanding bath filler with
handshower in vibrant rose gold
307

PURIST™
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305

K-14406T-4-RGD

Deck-mount basin mixer in vibrant rose gold
440

127

202
216
ø27

940

188

Must Order:
Mounting Base

K-97905T-NA

* Please contact our technical representative for information on ‘Must Order’ list for all the above SKUs.
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Symbol™ tall single-control basin mixer without drain in polished chrome K-19774IN-ND-CP

204

SYMBOL™
Incorporating patterns and forms found in the natural world, Symbol™ mixers add beauty and balance to your bathroom.
Featuring a seamless, one-piece design and subtly curved silhouette, Symbol™ mixers delivers a graceful stream of
water that minimises splashing.

SYMBOL™

K-19480IN-CP

Single-control basin mixer with drain
in polished chrome
51

SYMBOL™

Single-control tall basin mixer
without drain in polished chrome
51

154

K-19774IN-ND-CP

92

302
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205

SYMBOL™

K-18471IN-4FP-CP

Recessed bath and shower trim with
diverter in polished chrome

SYMBOL™

K-18470IN-4FP-CP

Recessed shower only trim in polished chrome
113

113
166
166

Must Order:
Must Order:
Trim only, for use with valve

Trim only, for use with valve

K-880IN-CP

K-882IN-CP

* Please contact our technical representative for information on ‘Must Order’ list for all the above SKUs.
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Symbol™ single-control basin mixer with drain in polished chrome K-19480IN-CP

206

VIBRANT FRENCH GOLD

SYMBOL™

K-19774IN-ND-AF

Single-control tall basin mixer without
drain in vibrant french gold
51

92

302

VIBRANT BRUSHED NICKEL

K-19480IN-BN

Single-control basin mixer with drain
in vibrant brushed nickel
51

K-19774T-BN

Single-control tall basin mixer with drain
in vibrant brushed nickel
51

154

92

302

205

SYMBOL™

SYMBOL™
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SYMBOL™

K-18471IN-4FP-BN

Recessed bath and shower trim with
diverter in vibrant brushed nickel
113
166

Must Order:
Trim only, for use with valve

K-882IN-BN

207
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Fairfax™ single-control basin mixer with lever handle and drain in polished chrome K-8657IN-CP

208

FAIRFAX™
Fairfax™ mixers bring a touch of elegance and nostalgia to the bathroom. With a simple curved spout and an ergonomic,
single-lever handle, Fairfax™ mixers offers a graceful design that fits a wide variety of bathroom configurations and
styles.

FAIRFAX™

FAIRFAX™

K-8657IN-CP

Single-control basin mixer with drain
in polished chrome

K-12183IN-ND-CP

Single-control tall basin mixer without
drain in polished chrome
147

127

165
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252

FAIRFAX ™

K-10243IN-4FP-CP

Recessed bath and shower trim with
diverter in polished chrome
140

FAIRFAX™

K-10242T-4-CP

Recessed shower only trim in polished
chrome
140

207

207

Must Order:
Trim only, for use with valve

Must Order:
K-882IN-CP

Trim only, for use with valve

K-880IN-CP

* Please contact our technical representative for information on ‘Must Order’ list for all the above SKUs.
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Strayt™ tall basin mixer without drain in polished chrome K-37329IN-4ND-CP

210

STRAYT™
The Strayt ™ collection is confidence personified. Inspired by the bold lineage, it embodies cleanliness and straight
angles. Designed to fit any contemporary bathroom, this fully coordinated range gives a wide choice.

STRAYT™

STRAYT™
K-37327IN-4-CP
with drain

K-37329IN-4ND-CP

Single-control tall basin mixer without
drain in polished chrome

K-37327IN-4ND-CP
without drain

149

Single-control basin mixer in polished chrome
121

321
177

STRAYT™

K-37335IN-4FP-CP

Recessed bath and shower trim with
diverter in polished chrome

K-37336IN-4FP-CP

Recessed shower only trim in polished
chrome

135

135

166

166

Must Order:

Must Order:

Trim only, for use with valve

K-882IN-CP

Trim only, for use with valve

STRAYT™

STRAYT™
K-37343IN-CP
with diverter

K-880IN-CP

K-37337T-4-CP

Deck-mount bath filler with handshower in
polished chrome

K-37344IN-CP
without diverter

Bath spout in polished chrome
63
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STRAYT™

260

180

28

177
78.8
66

Bath spout in vibrant brushed bronze

Bath spout in vibrant rose gold

K-37343IN-BV
with diverter

BV

K-37344IN-BV
without diverter
K-37344IN-RGD RGD
without diverter

* Please contact our technical representative for information on
‘Must Order’ list for all the above SKUs.
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Toobi

TM

TAPS &
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EXPOSED

CASCADE FLOW
Cascade flow from spout
to ensure no splashing
or spraying.

212

STORAGE SPACE
Toughened glass top ensures
a scratchless storage that
eliminates salt and mineral
deposit on the surface area.

EASY RETROFIT
To ensure that the
system is compatible
with existing exposed
systems in the market.

SCALD-PROOF
Water flows through internal
waterway ensuring outer
surface stays unaffected by
temperature variation.

TOOBI
Toobi ™ Exposed Bath & Shower System is designed to transform the showering experience into sheer rejuvenation.
With a simple and neat interface, Toobi re-imagines the showering experience for contemporary bath spaces.

KEY FEATURES
• Cascade flow
• Durable shine
• Easy retrofit
• Scald proof
• Storage space

TOOBI

K-75457IN-4-CP

TM

Wall-mount exposed bath and shower

262

TAPS &
MIXERS

278

BEFORE

AFTER
213

TAPS &
MIXERS

Singulier ™ tall single-control basin mixer without drain in polished chrome K-10861A-4ND-CP

214

SINGULIER™
With its stylish and contemporary design, Singulier™ mixers are the epitome of modern sophistication.

SINGULIER™

SINGULIER™
K-10860IN-4ND-CP
with drain

K-10860IN-4ND-CP
without drain

Single-control tall basin mixer without
drain in polished chrome
130

Single-control basin mixer in polished chrome
100

K-10861IN-4ND-CP

330

179

SINGULIER™

K-10879IN-4FP-CP

Recessed bath and shower trim with diverter
in polished chrome

SINGULIER™

K-10880IN-4FP-CP

Recessed shower only trim in polished
chrome
115

115

170

170

Trim only, for use with valve

SINGULIER™

K-882IN-CP

K-5681IN-4ND-CP

Wall-mount basin mixer trim in polished
chrome
200

158

Trim only, for use with valve

TAPS &
MIXERS

Must Order:

Must Order:

K-880IN-CP

SINGULIER™
K-8160IN-CP
with diverter

K-8161IN-CP
without diverter

Bath spout in polished chrome
80

57

185

75

Must Order:
Trim only, for use with valve

K-5679IN-CP

* Please contact our technical representative for information on ‘Must Order’ list for all the above SKUs.

215

TAPS &
MIXERS

Singulier™ single-control basin mixer without drain in vibrant french gold K-10860IN-4ND-AF

216

VIBRANT FRENCH GOLD

SINGULIER™

K-10860IN-4ND-AF

Single-control basin mixer without drain in
vibrant french gold

SINGULIER™

K-10861IN-4ND-AF

Single-control tall basin mixer without
drain in vibrant french gold
130

100

330

179

SINGULIER™

K-10879IN-4-AF

Recessed bath and shower trim with diverter
in vibrant french gold
115

TAPS &
MIXERS

170

Must Order:
Trim only, for use with valve

K-882IN-AF

VIBRANT BRUSHED NICKEL

SINGULIER™

K-8160IN-BN

Wall-mount bath spout in vibrant
brushed nickel
57

185

75

* Please contact our technical representative for information on ‘Must Order’ list for all the above SKUs.

217

TAPS &
MIXERS

Aleo™ single-control basin mixer without drain in polished chrome K-72275IN-4ND-CP
Aleo+™ tall basin mixer without drain in polished chrome K-72337IN-4ND-CP

218

ALEO+™
The Aleo+ ™ collection brings elegance into the home with its minimalist design. The thin handle of Aleo+™ basin mixers
provides easy functionality and outstanding control.

SAFE
SEAL™

SAFE
SEAL™

ALEO+™

ALEO+™
K-72312IN-4-CP
with drain

K-72312IN-4ND-CP
without drain

K-72337IN-4ND-CP

Single-control tall basin mixer without
drain in polished chrome
160

Single-control basin mixer in polished chrome
101

269

143

K-72328IN-4FP-CP

Recessed bath and shower trim with
diverter in polished chrome
113

ALEO+™

Recessed shower only trim in
polished chrome
113

116

K-72329IN-4FP-CP

116

166

166

Must Order:

TAPS &
MIXERS

ALEO+™

Must Order:

Trim only, for use with valve

ALEO+™

K-882IN-CP

K-77311IN-4FP-CP

Bath and shower trim for aqua turbo 360
in polished chrome

Trim only, for use with valve

ALEO+™

K-5684IN-4ND-CP

Wall-mount basin mixer trim in
polished chrome

140

200

210

160

80

Must Order:
Trim only, for use with valve

K-880IN-CP

Must Order:
K-99924IN-CP

Trim only, for use with valve

* Please contact our technical representative for information on ‘Must Order’ list for all the above SKUs.

K-5679IN-CP

219

VIBRANT ROSE GOLD

SAFE
SEAL™

ALEO+™

SAFE
SEAL™

ALEO+™

K-72312IN-4ND-RGD

Single-control basin mixer without
drain in vibrant rose gold

Single-control tall basin mixer
without drain in vibrant rose gold
160

101

269

143

ALEO+™

ALEO+™

K-72328IN-4-RGD

Recessed bath and shower trim with
diverter in vibrant rose gold

TAPS &
MIXERS

113

113

116

Must Order:

Trim only, for use with valve

K-882IN-RGD

RECOMMENDED BATH SPOUT

K-37344IN-RGD

Bath spout with diverter in vibrant rose gold
180

66

220

116

166

Must Order:

63

K-72329IN-4-RGD

Recessed shower only trim in
vibrant rose gold

166

STRAYT™

K-72337IN-4ND-RGD

Trim only, for use with valve

K-880IN-RGD

VIBRANT BRUSHED NICKEL

SAFE
SEAL

SAFE
SEAL

TM

TM

ALEO+™

K-72312IN-4ND-BN

Single-control basin mixer without
drain in vibrant brushed nickel

ALEO+™

Single-control tall basin mixer without
drain in vibrant brushed nickel
160

101
269

143

ALEO+™

K-72337IN-4ND-BN

K-72328IN-4-BN

Recessed bath and shower trim in
vibrant brushed nickel
113

116

TAPS &
MIXERS

166

Must Order:
Trim only, for use with valve

K-882IN-BN

221

TAPS &
MIXERS

Aleo™ Single-control tall basin mixer without drain in polished chrome K-72298IN-4ND-CP

SAFE
SEAL

SAFE
SEAL

TM

TM

ALEO™

ALEO™

K-72275IN-4-CP
with drain

K-72275IN-4ND-CP
without drain

Single-control tall basin mixer without
drain in polished chrome

Single-control basin mixer in polished chrome

160

101
268
142

222

K-72298IN-4ND-CP

ALEO™
Transform your bathroom into the ultimate private retreat with essential simplicity and beauty of Aleo ™ collection. A
carefully considered flat surface handle complements the contemporary lines.

K-72290IN-4FP-CP

Recessed bath and shower trim
with diverter in polished chrome
113

ALEO™

K-72291IN-4FP-CP

Recessed shower only trim in
polished chrome

111

113

111

166

166

Must Order:

Must Order:

Trim only, for use with valve

ALEO™

K-882IN-CP

Trim only, for use with valve

ALEO™

K-77310IN-4FP-CP

Bath and shower trim for aqua turbo 360
in polished chrome

K-880IN-CP

K-5683IN-4ND-CP

Wall-mount basin mixer trim in polished chrome
200

160

TAPS &
MIXERS

ALEO™

140
80
210

Must Order:
Trim only, for use with valve

Must Order:
Trim only, for use with valve

ALEO™

K-5679IN-CP

K-99924IN-CP

K-99061IN-CP

Bath spout without diverter in
polished chrome
177

70
* Please contact our technical representative for information on ‘Must Order’ list for all the above SKUs.

223

VIBRANT ROSE GOLD

SAFE
SEAL

SAFE
SEAL

TM

TM

ALEO™

K-72275IN-4ND-RGD

Single-control basin mixer without
drain in vibrant rose gold

ALEO™

Single-control tall basin mixer without
drain in vibrant rose gold

101

160

142

ALEO™

268

K-72290IN-4-RGD

Recessed bath and shower trim
with diverter in vibrant rose gold
113

ALEO™

111

113

TAPS &
MIXERS

111

166

Must Order:

Must Order:
Trim only, for use with valve

K-72291IN-4-RGD

Recessed shower only trim in
vibrant rose gold

166

224

K-72298IN-4ND-RGD

K-882IN-RGD

Trim only, for use with valve

* Please contact our technical representative for information on ‘Must Order’ list for all the above SKUs.

K-880IN-RGD

VIBRANT BRUSHED
BRONZE

SAFE
SEAL

SAFE
SEAL

TM

TM

K-72275IN-4ND-BV

Single-control basin mixer without
drain in vibrant brushed bronze

ALEO™

Single-control tall basin mixer without
drain in vibrant brushed bronze

101

160

142

ALEO™

268

ALEO™

K-72290IN-4-BV

Recessed bath and shower trim with
diverter in vibrant brushed bronze
113

K-72298IN-4ND-BV

111

K-72291IN-4-BV

Recessed shower only trim in
vibrant brushed bronze
113

111

166

166

Must Order:

Must Order:

Trim only, for use with valve

ALEO™

TAPS &
MIXERS

ALEO™

K-882IN-BV

Trim only, for use with valve

ALEO™

K-77310IN-4FP-BV

Bath and shower trim for aqua turbo 360
in vibrant brushed bronze
140

K-5683IN-4ND-BV

Wall-mount basin mixer trim in
vibrant brushed bronze
200

160
80

210

Must Order:
Trim only, for use with valve

K-880IN-BV

Must Order:
K-99924IN-BV

Trim only, for use with valve

K-5679IN-BV

225

TAPS &
MIXERS

Hone™ single-control basin mixer without drain in polished chrome K-22534IN-4ND-CP

226

HONE™
Timeless and deliberate, the Hone collection embodies the beautifully understated elements of minimalist design. By
eliminating unnecessary details, the collection is designed to elicit an emotional response with its stark, refined beauty.

HONE™

HONE™
K-22534IN-4-CP
with drain

K-22534IN-4ND-CP
without drain

Single-control basin mixer in polished chrome

K-22535IN-4-CP
with drain

K-22535IN-4ND-CP
without drain

Single-control tall basin mixer in polished chrome

268

155

100

HONE™

120

K-22541IN-4FP-CP

Recessed bath and shower trim with
diverter in polished chrome

HONE™

Recessed shower only trim in polished chrome
113

113

K-22542IN-4FP-CP

111

111

TAPS &
MIXERS

166
166

Must Order:

Must Order:

Trim only, for use with valve

K-882IN-CP

Trim only, for use with valve

K-880IN-CP

HONE™
K-22544IN-CP
with diverter

K-22543IN-CP
without diverter

Bath spout in polished chrome
205

70

* Please contact our technical representative for information on
‘Must Order’ list for all the above SKUs.
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TAPS &
MIXERS

July™ Single-control basin mixer without drain in polished chrome K-16027IN-4ND-CP

228

JULY™
With its gentle, flowing lines, the July™ mixers evoke a clean, modern aesthetic that creates a sense of serenity in your
bathroom.

K-16027IN-4ND-CP

Single-control basin mixer without drain in
polished chrome

JULY™

Single-control tall basin mixer without drain
in polished chrome
125

110

304

114

JULY™

JULY™

K-5680IN-4ND-CP

Wall-mount basin mixer trim in
polished chrome
200

K-P16316IN-4FP-CP

Recessed bath & shower trim with
diverter in polished chrome
113

160
80

166

Must Order:

Must Order:

Trim only, for use with valve

JULY™

K-15238IN-4ND-CP

TAPS &
MIXERS

JULY™

K-5679IN-CP

Trim only, for use with valve

K-882IN-CP

K-16317IN-4FP-CP

Recessed shower only trim in
polished chrome
113

166

Must Order:
Trim only, for use with valve

K-880IN-CP

* Please contact our technical representative for information on
‘Must Order’ list for all the above SKUs.

229

TAPS &
MIXERS

July™ Single-control freestanding bath filler in polished chrome with handshower K-98614T-4-CP

230

JULY™

JULY™

K-98755IN-4-CP

4-way bath and shower mixer without
diverter for handshower in polished chrome

K-7686T-4-CP

Exposed bath and shower mixer in polished
chrome
33

106

JULY ™

90

219
35

80

TAPS &
MIXERS

266

150 +-15

199

K-98614T-4-CP

Single-control freestanding bath filler
with handshower in polished chrome
321

88

226

926

Must Order:
Mounting Base

K-97904T-NA

* Please contact our technical representative for information on ‘Must Order’ list for all the above SKUs.

231

VIBRANT FRENCH GOLD

JULY™

K-16027IN-4ND-AF

Single-control basin mixer with lever handle
without drain in vibrant french gold

JULY™

K-15238IN-4ND-AF

Single-control tall basin mixer without drain
in vibrant french gold
125

110

304

114

RECOMMENDED BATH SPOUT

JULY™

COMPLEMENTARY™

K-16317IN-4FP-AF

TAPS &
MIXERS

Recessed shower only trim in vibrant
french gold

Bath spout in vibrant french gold
142

113
50
166

Must Order:
Trim only, for use with valve

232

K-880IN-AF

K-10385IN-AF

VIBRANT BRUSHED NICKEL

JULY™

K-16027IN-4ND-BN

Single-control basin mixer without drain in
vibrant brushed nickel
110

114

JULY™

K-15238IN-4ND-BN

Single-control tall basin mixer without
drain in vibrant brushed nickel
125

TAPS &
MIXERS

304

JULY™

K-16316IN-4-BN

Recessed bath and shower trim
with diverter in vibrant brushed nickel
113

166

Must Order:
Trim only, for use with valve

K-882IN-BN

* Please contact our technical representative for information on ‘Must Order’ list for all the above SKUs.

233

TAPS &
MIXERS

Taut™ single-control basin mixer without drain in polished chrome K-74013IN-4-CP

PITCH™
Perfect match for Taut™ mixer range.

PITCH ™

K-74041IN-4FP-CP

Recessed bath and shower trim with
diverter in polished chrome
113

K-74039IN-4FP-CP

Recessed shower only trim in
polished chrome
113

166

103

166

Must Order:
Trim only, for use with valve

234

PITCH ™

103

Must Order:
K-882IN-CP

Trim only, for use with valve

K-880IN-CP

TAUT™
Melding thoughtful design with reliable performance, the Taut™ mixer collection brings elegant functionality to your
bathroom. Combine with Pitch™ showering components and transform your bathroom.

SAFE
SEAL

SAFE
SEAL

TM

TM

TAUT™

TAUT ™

K-74013IN-4-CP
with drain

K-74013IN-4ND-CP
without drain

K-74026IN-4ND-CP

Single-control tall basin mixer without
drain in polished chrome
160

Single-control basin mixer in polished chrome
100
268
145

TAUT ™

TAUT™
K-74051IN-CP
with diverter

K-74046IN-CP
without diverter

Bath spout in polished chrome

K-74027IN-4ND-CP

Single-control wall-mount mixer trim in
polished chrome
102

176

162

TAPS &
MIXERS

103
70

Must Order:
Trim only, for use with valve

TAUT ™

K-5679IN-CP

K-74036T-4-CP

Exposed bath & shower mixer in polished chrome
Ø87
226
150±15

187

* Please contact our technical representative for information on ‘Must Order’ list for all the above SKUs.

235

TAPS &
MIXERS

Kumin™ single-control basin mixer without drain in polished chrome K-98827IN-4-CP

236

KUMIN™
A fusion of optimal functioning and elegance of the Kumin collection is a smooth combination of single-handle control
™

with modern design creating a striking bold mixer aimed at completing the bathroom while allowing the user to enjoy
the gentle yet effective design.

SAFE
SEAL™

SAFE
SEAL™

KUMIN™

KUMIN™
K-98827IN-4-CP
with drain

K-98827IN-4ND-CP
without drain

Single-control basin mixer in polished chrome

K-99448IN-4-CP
with drain

K-99448IN-4ND-CP
without drain

Single-control tall basin mixer in polished chrome
120

100

339

162

K-99472IN-4FP-CP

Recessed bath and shower trim with
diverter in polished chrome
141

187

KUMIN™

K-99471IN-4FP-CP

Recessed shower only trim in polished chrome
141

187

81

Must Order:

81

TAPS &
MIXERS

KUMIN™

Must Order:

Trim only, for use with valve

K-882IN-CP

Trim only, for use with valve

K-880IN-CP

400

KUMIN™
K-99468IN-CP
with diverter

K-99467IN-CP
without diverter

1100 - 1300

Bath spout in polished chrome
161
70

KUMIN™
* Please contact our technical representative for information on
‘Must Order’ list for all the above SKUs.

K-99474T-4-CP

Kumin wall mount shower column with
3 functions and handshower in polished chrome
237

238

SHOWER
SPACE

SHOWER

SPACE

From floor to ceiling, wall to wall, KOHLER ® offers you all of
the products needed to create a dream shower for every
style and lifestyle. Our products are designed to work
together to make your daily shower feel like an escape from
the world.

Here’s what you need to consider as
you build your shower space:
DIGITAL SHOWERING

VALVES

BATH & SHOWER TRIMS

RAIN PANELS & RAINHEADS

WATERTILES

HANDSHOWERS & BRACKETS
SHOWER
SPACE

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

SHOWER COLUMNS & PANELS

239

240

SHOWER
SPACE

SHOWERING
Experience
SELECT YOUR SHOWERING COMPONENT
RAINHEADS
• Target your head and shoulders
• Provide a soft and gentle drenching spray
• Great for a relaxing, spa-like experience

BODY SPRAYS
• Depending on placement, you can target your shoulders,
back or feet
• Offer a targeted, well-pressured spray
• Use to relieve sore muscles with a hydro-massage

SHOWERHEADS
• Target your head, shoulders, back and face
• Deliver excellent pressure and coverage
• Designed to clean your hair and body
• Single-function showerheads offer the best spray for
washing
• Multifunction showerheads include a variety of sprays

SHOWER
SPACE

HANDSHOWERS
• Reach head to toe for increased mobility
• Can be a primary or secondary water source
• Some provide multiple spray experiences
• Designed to clean your hair and body

241

SUMMON THE RAIN
Feel the soft caress of real rain on your skin as
you shower. Immerse yourself in the feeling of
summer storms and leafy rainforests with Kohler
Real Rain™.It’s more than just a shower, it’s an

SHOWER
SPACE

experience.

Real Rain™ overhead panel K-76728GL-0

242

DESIGNING THE RAIN
Soft Summer Shower

Drenching Cloudburst

Rain is always about the drop. It begins and ends with

The deluge feature releases the entire reservoir of

drops. Drops that differ in size and speed. Drops that

water in one powerful moment - 1.9 litres in eight

fall in no particular pattern.

seconds - to capture the sudden energetic burst of
heavy rain.

To replicate the gentle building of a rain storm, Real
Rain™ overhead shower panel is designed with a

Because the reservoir captures water to create the

reservoir that spills into the shower panel.

flow of the deluge feature, Real Rain™ conserves water
by using only 7.6 litres per minute, even during the

Gravity does its job, and raindrops begin to fall softly,

heaviest downpour.

slowly through concave nozzles. They grow in strength
and speed until the shower feels, sound and looks like
warm summer rain.

LET IT RAIN
1

LET IT POUR

2
3

SHOWER
SPACE

1

2

1.

The silicone sprayface offers a sleek design and is

1.

easy to clean.
2.

featuring 775 nozzles.
3.

feature is activated and the centre nozzles release a
powerful column of water.

Enjoy the inviting, warm, full coverage experience
beneath an oversized 283mm x283mm panel

Breathe easily beneath the centre rain-free zone

Soap and shampoo are rinsed away when the deluge

2.

With the touch of a button your soft summer shower
is transfromed into a cloudburst of drenching rain for
eight exhilarating seconds.

while your body in enveloped by a gentle rainfall.
243

244

SHOWER
SPACE

REAL RAIN™
Featuring a water reservoir that utilises gravity in favor of pressure, the Real Rain showerhead starts off with a mere
TM

sprinkle before transforming into a full-fledged summer storm.

KEY FEATURES
• 775 silicone full-coverage nozzles
• 7 litres per minute flow rate
• Deluge function for a powerful column of water
• Rain free centre panel for comfort
• Works in conjunction with the DTV+ digital system

REAL RAIN™

K-76728GL-0

Overhead panel in white
483

REAL RAIN™

K-76732-CP

Overhead panel trim in polished chrome

102-114

13

495

495

483

Must Order:
K-76728GL-0
K-76748-CP, K-76746GL-NA (for manual)
DTV+ system (for digital)

REAL RAIN™

REAL RAIN™

SHOWER
SPACE

Must Order:
K-76732-CP
K-76748-CP, K-76746GL-NA (for manual)
DTV+ system (for digital)

K-76748-CP

Push-button diverter valve trim
ø71

13

K-76746GL-NA

Push-button diverter valve
62

49

70

Must Order:
K-76728GL-0
K-76732-CP, K-76746GL-NA (for manual)

* Please contact our technical representative for information on ‘Must Order’ list for all the above SKUs.

Must Order:
K-76728GL-0
K-76732-CP, K-76748-CP (for manual)

245

OUR MOST ADVANCED

SHOWERING
SYSTEM
DTV+™ is a digital thermostatic valve (DTV) that controls
four elements to give you a true multi-sensory showering
experience. Every element of your showering experience is
completely customizable to your needs and is controlled by
the touch-screen interface. There’s nothing quite like it for

SHOWER
SPACE

the home, and it’s only from KOHLER®.

DTV+ Digital interface K-99693-P-NA I DTV+™ Interface mounting bracket K-99694-CP

246

CONTROL THE

ELEMENTS
WATER
DTV+™ works with one or two valves. Each valve gives you six, three or two ports that run different
showering components simultaneously.

MUSIC
Add a KOHLER® Amplifier and SoundTile® speakers to introduce music into any showering
experience. Amp yourself up for the day or unwind from the daily grind with your favourite playlist.

STEAM
Add a steam adapter and steam generator to bask in the rejuvenating embrace of a soothing
steam experience.

LIGHTING
Add lighting elements to control every aspect of the entire room’s ambience. It will set the mood
for your very own spa retreat.
Discover more at KOHLER.com/DTVplus.

+
DTV

MUST ORDER COMPONENTS

SHOWER
SPACE

TM

DTV+

DTV+

™

Digital Interface
K-99693-P-NA

84

27
130

DTV+

™

System Controller
Module and
Power Supply
K-99695-NA

DTV+

™

Digital Interface
Mounting Bracket
K-99694-CP
84

241

137

For optional additions, please contact your Kohler representative.

25

143

DTV+

™

6-Port Digital
Thermostatic Valve
K-682W-K-NA

™

30ft (9.1m) Data
Cable
K-97172-NA

565

233

247

GO
DIGITAL
DTV PROMPT® DIGITAL
SHOWERING SYSTEM
PRECISION
DTV Prompt® lets you select and set exact water
temperature, pause your shower and features a
timer to help set time limits to save water and aid in
busy morning routines.

CONTROL
Easy-to-use digital interface lets you easily and
accurately set showering preferences for multiple
users. This single interface replaces numerous
valves and controls for a sleek shower space.

CUSTOMISATION
Choose up to three components for a perfect
shower every day. Create your own combination of
SHOWER
SPACE

showerheads, rainheads, handshowers and body
sprays.

DTV Prompt® three-outlet digital interface K-558-1CP
DTV Prompt® interface mounting bracket K-559-CP

248

DTV PROMPT ® IS FLEXIBLE
DTV Prompt® works with many showering components on one, two or three-outlets, and it allows you to change
between them with the push of a button.

THREE-OUTLET
ONE-TOUCH OPERATION
On / Pause / Off.

LARGE DIGITAL DISPLAY
The large 197x50mm interface with intuitive LCD
display is incredibly easy-to-use.
SIMPLE DIVERTER CONTROL
Toggle between outlets with the push of a button.

PRECISE TEMPERATURE CONTROL
Digital thermostatic valve technology guarantees
accurate and safe temperature control.

DTV PROMPT

®

MUST ORDER COMPONENTS

SHOWER
SPACE

OR

Three-Outlet Digital Interface in
Black (K-558-7) or
Satin Chrome (K-558-1CP)
68

19

197

Digital Interface
Mounting
Bracket K-559-CP
68

19

198

DTV Three-Port
Digital Thermostatic
Valve K-557D-K-NA
384

318

249

AQUA

TURBO

360

Experience water like never before with the Aqua Turbo range of valves from KOHLER®, revolutionary components
that give you high performance showering and make every showering combo a worthwhile investment.
Elevate your showering experience with the Aqua Turbo 360 showering system from Kohler.

SHOWER
SPACE

ADVANTAGES OF AQUA TURBO 360

250

1

PRACTICAL VALUE

2

EFFORTLESS INSTALLATION

3

CLEAN DESIGN

4

VERSATILE CHOICES

Significantly better value with a single valve instead of the standard two

Reduce plumbing hassles and makes for an easier installation process

Leads to a neater bathroom environment

Allows flexibility with multiple showering configuration

AQUA TURBO 360

ALEO™

K-99925IN-4FP-CP

Complementary square trim in polished
chrome

K-77310IN-4FP-CP

Bath and shower trim in polished chrome
140

140
210

210

Must order:
Trim only, for use with valve K-99924IN-CP

Must order:
Trim only, for use with valve K-99924IN-CP

Trim also available in:

Trim also available in:
K-99925IN-4FP-BN

Must order:
Trim only, for use with valve K-99924IN-BN

ALEO+™

K-77311IN-4FP-CP

Bath and shower trim in polished chrome
140

BN

Trim in vibrant brushed bronze

K-77310IN-4FP-BV

BV

Must order:
Trim only, for use with valve K-99924IN-BV

AQUA TURBO 360

K-99924IN-CP

High flow valve in polished chrome
SHOWER
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Trim in vibrant brushed nickel

70

210

Must order:
Trim only, for use with valve K-99924IN-CP

170

Valve also available in:
Valve in vibrant brushed nickel

K-99924IN-BN

BN

Valve in vibrant brushed bronze

K-99924IN-BV

BV
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MANUAL VALVES
Our range of manual valves puts you in control of your needs. With intuitive functionality that is based on user experience,
these are designed for a satisfying showering experience. Working in precision behind the scenes to deliver performance
year after year.

KEY FEATURES:
DURABLE CERAMIC VALVES
Durable ceramic cartridges for lasting performance and ensuring that debris gets
crushed during valve operation

PVD TECHNOLOGY
Available with the Vibrant Collection, Physical Vapor Deposition technology offers a
range of unique finishes with a 12-year residential warranty.

AQUA TURBO 235

AQUA TURBO 135

K-882IN-CP

Single-control recessed shower only valve in
polished chrome

Single-control recessed bath and shower
valve in polished chrome

80

80

165

160

Valve also available in:

SHOWER
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Valve also available in:
Bath and shower valve in vibrant french
gold

K-882IN-AF

Bath and shower valve in vibrant rose gold

K-882IN-RGD

Bath and shower valve in vibrant brushed
nickel

K-882IN-BN

Bath and shower valve in vibrant
brushed bronze

K-882IN-BV

BASIN MIXER VALVE

Shower only valve in vibrant french
gold

K-880IN-AF

Shower only valve in vibrant rose gold

K-880IN-RGD

BN

Shower only valve in vibrant brushed
nickel

K-880IN-BN

BV

Shower only valve in vibrant
brushed bronze

K-880IN-BV

AF

RGD

K-5679IN-CP

Single control wall mount valve in polished chrome
152
57

Valve also available in:
Single control wall mount valve in vibrant
brushed bronze

252

K-880IN-CP

K-5679IN-BV

BV

AF

RGD

BN

BV

THERMOSTATIC VALVES
If you want to take a basic shower to the next level, a thermostatic valve is the choice for you. Once you set the temperature,
the valve automatically maintains your set temperature and is perfect for all applications from a basic bath/shower to more
elaborate custom showers.

BEITOU™

K-99872T-CP

Recessed thermostatic 5 way valve set
75

160

BEITOU™

SHOWER
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K-99870T-CP

Recessed thermostatic 3 way valve set
160

75

214

253

254

SHOWER
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AUTOSENSE
Automatic Thermostatic valve which automatically adjusts the water output to deliver your set temperature.

KEY FEATURES:
AUTO PRESETS

EASY INSTALLATION

Set the temperature once and the

Easy back to back valve installation

valve automatically maintains it for

with interchangeable filters

every shower

EASY

AUTO PRECISION

SCALD PROOF

Automatically adjusts for precision

Cartridge made of special

temperature to within 0.5 degree

polymers to prevent scalding at

celcius

high temperature

AUTOSENSE

K-20740IN-NA

Thermostatic bath and shower valve

AUTOSENSE

K-20742IN-9FP-CP

Thermostatic bath and shower trim

135

180

15

128

140

SHOWER
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Must Order:
Thermostatic bath and shower valve
(K-20740IN-NA)

AUTOSENSE

K-20741IN-9FP-CP

Thermostatic bath and shower trim

Ø180

15

Must Order:
Thermostatic bath and shower valve
(K-20740IN-NA)
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ANTI DRIP

TECHNOLOGY

SHOWER
SPACE

The new self levelling ball joint reduces water dripping
from the showerhead when closed by 80%.
Number of nozzles increased by 60%

ZERO DRIPPING

DEDICATED DESIGN-RESIDUAL
WATER REDUCED BY 80%

256

INNOVATIVE SELF LEVEL BALL JOINT DESIGN

KOHLER ® INTRODUCES WATER-EFFICIENT, AIR-INDUCTION

KATALYST

™

SHOWERHEAD TECHNOLOGY
Cutting edge Katalyst™ technology optimises
spray performance for maximum enjoyment
while reducing water consumption.
This technology is built around a new
concentration of anti-scale nozzles and
internal waterway, along with air added to
generate larger droplets. Sprays are therefore
more generous and intense, enhancing the
user’s sensory experience.
2 litres of air per minute are cleverly infused
into the water via a concealed venturi system
positioned at the base of the showerhead.
The spray face is optimised to deliver more
generous, focused water droplet coverage,
stimulating the senses and limiting overspray.
Clear

anti-scale

nozzles

enhance

the

restrained design.

RACETRACK TECHNOLOGY
RACETRACK
TECHNOLOGY

=

+

AIR-INDUCTION
TECHNOLOGY

Luxurious Shower

WITH
RACETRACK
TECHNOLOGY

SHOWER
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The innovative design of our Racetrack
waterway delivers the right amount of
force and optimal coverage, minimising
wasteful overspray and increasing
cleaning and hair-rinsing performance.
Even distribution across the sprayface
provides consistent, full coverage.

WITHOUT
RACETRACK
TECHNOLOGY
257
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THE KOHLER
SHOWERING ADVANTAGE
.

LASTING FINISH
Resists corrosion and wear two times longer than the industry
standard.

KATALYST™ TECHNOLOGY
Injects two litres of air into thewater flow per minute, making
every drop bigger and more luxurious.

RACETRACK WATERWAY
Ensures equal distribution of water through the showerhead
and delivers a revitalising spray with full coverage.

MULTI-FUNCTION SHOWERHEAD
Choose from a range of revitalising and relaxing sprays with a
wide selection of spray solutions, including big, drenching
drops, a soft silky spray, a massaging pulse of water, and a soft

SHOWER
SPACE

luxury spa spray.
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Loure® Square multifunction rainpanel K-97167IN-CP

260

LOURE®
Exquisitely crafted rainpanels with multiple shower configurations that transform the element of life and bend it to your
will. So forget showering. Immerse yourself in water shaped by pure indulgence.

LOURE®

K-97168IN-CP

Rectangle multifunction rainpanel with LED lights
800

LOURE®

SHOWER
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600

K-97167IN-CP

Square multifunction rainpanel with LED lights
500

500

261
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Beitou™ wall-mount showerhead in polished chrome K-72830T-L-CP

262

BEITOU™
The Beitou™ wall-mount showerhead includes three water experiences: Cascade, Rain and Laminar. All three experiences
feature a choice of Warm White, Pale Orange or Blue Sky LED lights, which are activated by the movement of water.

BEITOU™

K-72830T-L-CP

Wall-mount showerhead in polished chrome

550

70

LED Light Options
Warm white (Standard)
Pale orange (Customised)
Blue sky (Customised)

315

Rain

Laminar

SHOWER
SPACE

Cascade

* Please contact our technical representative for information on ‘Must Order’ list for all the above SKUs.
* Contact our marketing team for the availability of colour.
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Rain showerhead™ in polished chrome K-73198IN-CP

264

RAINHEADS
Featuring KOHLER® spray technology, Kohler rainheads offer complete coverage with full, heavy water drops to give
you a thoroughly drenching, spa-like experience and is great for a relaxing shower.

RAIN
SHOWERHEAD™

RAIN
SHOWERHEAD™

K-9301IN-CP

384mm square Katalyst™ ultra thin
showerhead in polished chrome
384

K-9302IN-CP

334mm square Katalyst™ ultra thin
showerhead in polished chrome
334

60.5

60.5
334

384

Must Order:
Wall/ceiling mount shower arm in polished chrome
(K-16346IN-CP / K-16347IN-CP / K-11623IN-CP)

Must Order:
Wall/ceiling mount shower arm in polished chrome
(K-16346IN-CP / K-16347IN-CP / K-11623IN-CP)

RAIN
SHOWERHEAD™

RAIN
SHOWERHEAD™

K-18361T-CL-AF

254mm square Katalyst™ rain showerhead
in vibrant french gold
254

K-15992IN-CP

305mm round Katalyst ™ rain
showerhead in polished chrome
ø305

65

65
305

254

Must Order:
Wall/ceiling mount shower arm in polished chrome
(K-16346IN-AF)

Must Order:
Wall/ceiling mount shower arm in polished chrome
(K-16346IN-CP / K-16347IN-CP / K-11623IN-CP)

Showerhead also available in:
Showerhead in vibrant rose gold

K-18361T-CL-RGD

RGD

Showerhead in vibrant brushed bronze

K-18361T-CL-BV

SHOWER
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Must Order:
Wall/ceiling mount shower arm in vibrant rose gold
(K-16346IN-RGD / K-16347IN-RGD)
BV

RAIN
SHOWERHEAD™

Must Order:
Wall/ceiling mount shower arm in vibrant brushed bronze
(K-16346IN-BV)
Showerhead in vibrant brushed nickel

K-18361T-CL-BN

Must Order:
Wall/ceiling mount shower arm in vibrant brushed nickel
(K-16346IN-BN)

BN

K-18359T-CL-BN

254mm round Katalyst™ rain
showerhead in vibrant brushed nickel
ø254

65
254

Must Order:
Wall/ceiling mount shower arm in vibrant brushed
nickel (K-16346IN-BN)

KATALYST™ TECHNOLOGY
ANTI DRIP TECHNOLOGY
* Please contact our technical representative for information
on ‘Must Order’ list for all the above SKUs.
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RAIN
SHOWERHEAD™

K-73039T-CL-CP

254mm round Katalyst™ ultra thin
rain head in polished chrome

RAIN
SHOWERHEAD™

K-73040T-CL-CP

254mm square Katalyst™ ultra thin
rain head in polished chrome
254

ø254

65
254

254

Must Order:
Wall/ceiling mount shower arm in polished chrome
(K-16346IN-CP / K-16347IN-CP / K-11623IN-CP)

Must Order:
Wall/ceiling mount shower arm in polished chrome
(K-16346IN-CP / K-16347IN-CP / K-11623IN-CP)

RAIN
SHOWERHEAD™

RAIN
SHOWERHEAD™

K-73037T-CL-CP

203mm round Katalyst ™ ultra thin
rainhead in polished chrome

K-73038T-CL-CP

203mm square Katalyst™ ultra thin
rainhead in polished chrome
203

ø203

65
203

203

Must Order:
Wall/ceiling mount shower arm in polished chrome
(K-16346IN-CP / K-16347IN-CP / K-11623IN-CP)

RAIN
SHOWERHEAD™

RAIN
SHOWERHEAD™

SHOWER
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Must Order:
Wall/ceiling mount shower arm in polished chrome
(K-16346IN-CP / K-16347IN-CP / K-11623IN-CP)

K-73198IN-CP

203mm round Katalyst™ rainhead in
polished chrome
ø203

203mm square Katalyst™ rainhead in
polished chrome
203

62

Must Order:
Wall/ceiling mount shower arm in polished chrome
(K-16346IN-CP / K-16347IN-CP / K-11623IN-CP)

KATALYSTTM TECHNOLOGY

61
203

203
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K-73199IN-CP

ANTI DRIP TECHNOLOGY

Must Order:
Wall/ceiling mount shower arm in polished chrome
(K-16346IN-CP / K-16347IN-CP / K-11623IN-CP)
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Awaken™ geometric multi-mode showerhead in polished chrome K-72419IN-CP
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SHOWERHEADS
KOHLER® showerheads are capable of creating a range of experiences from a gentle mist to a virtual downpour to a
“shower out loud experience”.

PURIST™

K-10375IN-AF

Multifunction showerhead with arm
and flange in vibrant french gold

FINIAL™

K-10282T-AK-BN

Single-function Katalyst™ showerhead
in vibrant brushed nickel

175

140

111

119

Must Order:
Complementary shower arm (K-99054IN-BN)

AWAKEN™

K-72425IN-CP

Organic multi-mode showerhead with
shower arm in polished chrome
ø117

70

AWAKEN™

K-72419IN-CP

Geometric multi-mode showerhead with
shower arm in polished chrome
ø110

73

121

SHOWER
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117

GEOMETRIC™

K-45429IN-CP

Showerhead with shower arm and
escutcheon in polished chrome
174

COMPLEMENTARY™

K-16356IN-A-CP

Single-function showerhead with shower arm
and flange in polished chrome
179

90

* Please contact our technical representative for information on ‘Must Order’ list for all the above SKUs.

95
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COMPLEMENTARY™

K-20138IN-CP

Square shower arm for wall in polished
chrome
377

K-20137IN-CP

Square shower arm for ceiling in polished
chrome

58
25

270

COMPLEMENTARY™

58
58

202

58

ADDITIONAL COMPONENTS

SHOWER ARM

MASTERSHOWER™

K-15399T-BN

K-16346IN-CP

254mm ceiling-mount shower arm
in vibrant brushed nickel

463mm wall-mount shower arm in polished
chrome

Shower arm also available in:

Shower arm also available in:

Shower arm in vibrant brushed
bronze

MASTER SHOWER™

K-15399T-BV

BV

254mm ceiling-mount shower arm
in polished chrome

Shower arm in vibrant rose gold

K-16346IN-RGD

RGD

Shower arm in vibrant, vibrant
brushed nickel

K-16346IN-BN

BN

Shower arm in vibrant brushed
bronze

K-16346IN-BV

BV

K-99054IN-CP

Shower arm with escutcheon in polished chrome
Shower arm also available in:

Shower arm also available in:
K-16347IN-RGD

RGD

Shower arm in vibrant
brushed nickel

K-99054IN-BN

BN

SHOWER
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Shower arm in vibrant rose gold

K-16346IN-AF

COMPLEMENTARY™

K-16347IN-CP

AF

Shower arm in vibrant french
gold

RAINFOREST™

K-11623IN-CP

127mm ceiling-mount shower arm
in polished chrome

* Please contact our technical representative for information on ‘Must Order’ list for all the above SKUs.
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Water Tile® 22 nozzle bodyspray with simulating spray in polished chrome K-8003IN-CP

272

WATERTILE®
WaterTile® bodysprays and showerheads have created a whole new standard for performance. The 22-nozzle models
deliver a high-volume, incredibly stimulating spray, while the 54-nozzle models create soothing hydrotherapy. The fully
adjustable sprayface pivots to accommodate your needs.

WATERTILE®

WATERTILE®

K-8022-CP

54 nozzle showerhead with soothing spray in
polished chrome
92

121

K-8014IN-CP

Round 54 nozzle bodyspray with
soothing spray in polished chrome
ø124

137

57
124

WaterTile® also available in:
Water tile in vibrant french gold

WATERTILE®

WATERTILE®

K-8002IN-CP

54 nozzle bodyspray with soothing spray
in polished chrome

AF

K-8013IN-CP

Round 27 nozzle bodyspray with
stimulating spray in polished chrome

124

124
124

K-8014IN-AF

67

57
124

WaterTile® in vibrant brushed
bronze

K-8002-BV

BV

WaterTile® in vibrant brushed
nickel

K-8002-BN

BN
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Water tile also available in:

WATERTILE®

K-8003IN-CP

22 nozzle bodyspray with stimulating spray
in polished chrome
124

124

67
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Awaken™ Organic handshower in polished chrome K-72421IN-CP
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HANDSHOWERS
Handshowers are a great option as they come in a variety of sprays and offer an additional water delivery source. One
can use them alone or in conjunction with a showerhead. Most feature an easy-to-clean MasterClean™ sprayface.
Functionality can be enhanced and made height adjustable when paired with a slidebar.

EO™

K-98445IN-CP

Large spatula handshower with hose in
polished chrome
97

EO™

K-98445IN-BN

Large spatula handshower with hose in
vibrant brushed nickel
97

238

238

Must Order:
Handshower bracket in polished chrome
(K-9040IN-CP)

Must Order:
Handshower bracket in vibrant, vibrant
brushed nickel (K-9038T-BN)

EO™

RAIN DUET™

Large spatula handshower with hose in
vibrant brushed bronze

K-97009IN-CP
SHOWER
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K-98445IN-BV

Multifunction push button square
handshower without hose in polished chrome
130

97

238

Must Order:
Handshower bracket in vibrant brushed bronze
(K-9038T-BV)

256

Must Order:
Flexible hose in polished chrome (K-831727-CP),
Handshower bracket in polished chrome
(K-9039IN-CP / K-9040IN-CP)

275

AWAKEN™

K-72415IN-CP

Geometric multifunction handshower with
hose in polished chrome
110

AWAKEN™

Organic multifunction handshower with hose
in polished chrome
110

91

K-72421IN-CP

80

267

245

Must Order: Handshower bracket in polished chrome
(K-9040IN-CP)

Must Order: Handshower bracket in polished chrome
(K-9040IN-CP)

EO™

RAIN DUET™

K-98444IN-CP

Small spatula handshower in polished chrome
57

K-15344T-BN

Multifunction handshower in vibrant brushed
nickel
122

243
236

Must Order:
Handshower bracket in polished chrome (K-9040IN-CP)

SHOWER
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Must Order:
Handshower bracket in vibrant brushed nickel
(K-9038T-BN)
Flexible hose in vibrant brushed nickel (K-831727-BN)

COMPLEMENTARY™

K-16359IN-A-CP

Handshower with hose in polished chrome
87

226

Must Order:
Handshower bracket in polished chrome
(K-9039IN-CP / K-9040IN-CP)
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SHIFT+™ HANDSHOWER

SHIFT+™

K-21335T-CP

Round multifunction handshower in polished chrome

SHIFT+™

K-21336T-CP

Square multifunction handshower in polished chrome
28

ø28

250

250

Must Order:
Handshower bracket in polished chrome
(K-9039IN-CP / K-9040IN-CP)
Flexible hose in polished chrome (K-831727-CP)

Must Order:
Handshower bracket in polished chrome
(K-9039IN-CP / K-9040IN-CP)
Flexible hose in polished chrome (K-831727-CP)

SHIFT+™

SHIFT+™

K-21335T-RGD

Round multifunction handshower in vibrant
rose gold
ø28

K-21336T-RGD

Square multifunction handshower in vibrant
rose gold
28

Must Order:
Handshower bracket in vibrant rose gold (K-9040T-RGD)
Flexible hose in vibrant rose gold (K-831727-RGD)

250

Must Order:
Handshower bracket in vibrant rose gold (K-9040T-RGD)
Flexible hose in vibrant rose gold (K-831727-RGD)
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250
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Shift+™ Round multifunction handshower in polished chrome K-21335T-CP

278

SHIFT+™

K-21335T-AF

Round multifunction handshower in vibrant
french gold
ø28

SHIFT+™

K-21336T-AF

Square multifunction handshower in vibrant french
gold
28

250

250

Must Order:
Handshower bracket in vibrant french gold
(K-9040T-ZZ-AF)
Flexible hose in vibrant french gold (K-831727-AF)

Must Order:
Handshower bracket in vibrant french gold (K-9040T-ZZ-AF)
Flexible hose in vibrant french gold (K-831727-AF)

SHIFT+™

SHIFT+™

Round multifunction handshower in vibrant
brushed nickel

K-21336T-BN

Square multifunction handshower in vibrant brushed
nickel

SHOWER
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K-21335T-BN

28

ø28

250

Must Order:
Handshower bracket in vibrant brushed nickel (K-9038T-BN)
Flexible hose in vibrant brushed nickel (K-831727-BN)

250

Must Order:
Handshower bracket in vibrant brushed nickel (K-9038T-BN)
Flexible hose in vibrant brushed nickel (K-831727-BN)
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Awaken™ Geometric handshower K-72415IN-CP

280

HANDSHOWER COMPONENTS

COMPLEMENTARY™

COMPLEMENTARY™

K-16381IN-CP

Handshower bracket in vibrant brushed
nickel

Supply elbow in polished chrome
Supply elbow also available in:

Handshower bracket also available in:

Supply elbow in
vibrant brushed bronze

K-16381IN-BV

BV

Supply elbow in
vibrant brushed nickel

K-16381IN-BN

BN

COMPLEMENTARY™

K-9038T-BN

Handshower bracket in vibrant
brushed bronze

COMPLEMENTARY™

K-9040IN-CP

K-9038T-BV

BV

K-9039IN-CP

Handshower bracket in polished chrome

Handshower bracket in polished chrome
Handshower bracket also available in:
Handshower bracket in
vibrant rose gold

K-9040T-RGD

Handshower bracket in
vibrant french gold

K-9040T-ZZ-AF

RGD

AF

SHOWER
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SLIDE BARS

COMPLEMENTARY™

RAINJOY™

K-8524T-CP

762mm handshower slide bar in polished
chrome (order trim kit separately)

K-72740T-CP

Rainjoy™ 60mm slide bar in polished chrome

Slide bar also available in:
Slide bar in vibrant brushed
nickel

K-8524T-BN

BN

* Please contact our technical representative for information on ‘Must Order’ list for all the above SKUs.
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FITTINGS

July™ angle valve G1/2” in polished chrome K-80154IN-4-CP

282

FITTINGS
Fittings ensure the optimal performance of your mixers and fixtures. With a wide offering of fittings you can now
complement your bathroom with exclusivity and matching style.

JULY™

K-80154IN-4-CP

Angle valve G1/2” (2 nos. per tap)
in polished chrome
49

79

JULY™

K-16086IN-4-RGD

Angle valve G1/2" (2 nos. per tap)
in vibrant rose gold
49

79

Angle valve also available in:

COMPLEMENTARY™

K-11568IN-7-CP

Small angle valve with G13mm connection in
polished chrome

K-16086IN-4-BV

BV

Angle valve G1/2” in vibrant
brushed nickel

K-16086IN-4-BN

BN

COMPLEMENTARY™

K-80158IN-9-CP

Angle valve in polished chrome
40

78

86

FITTINGS

50

Angle valve G1/2” in vibrant
brushed bronze
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BOTTLE TRAPS

COMPLEMENTARY™

K-7314IN-CP

Basin bottle trap in polished chrome

COMPLEMENTARY™

K-7314IN-RGD

Basin bottle trap in vibrant rose gold

275

275

130

130

Bottle trap also available in:

BOTTLE TRAP™

K-9071T-CP

Bottle trap in polished chrome

Bottle trap in vibrant brushed
bronze

K-73141IN-BV

BV

Bottle trap in vibrant brushed
nickel

K-73141IN-BN

BN

BOTTLE TRAP™

Bottle trap in polished chrome

325

350
129
130

FITTINGS

Ø48

COMPLEMENTARY™

K-16407IN-CP

Basin bottle trap without waste in polished
chrome
32

215

180
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K-75823IN-CP

FLOOR DRAINS

FLOOR DRAIN

FLOOR DRAIN

K-97742T-NA

600mm linear floor drain in polished chrome

900mm linear floor drain in polished chrome

900

75

75

600

100

COMPLEMENTARY™

K-97745T-NA

100

K-R7275T-B-CP

Floor drain in polished chrome
100

70
100

Floor drain also available in:
K-7275IN-RGD

Floor drain in vibrant brushed
bronze

K-7275IN-BV

BV

Floor drain in vibrant brushed
nickel

K-7275IN-BN

BN

FITTINGS

RGD

Floor drain in vibrant rose gold
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FITTINGS

Complementary™ click drain in polished chrome K-7119T-CP

286

DRAINS

COMPLEMENTARY™

COMPLEMENTARY™

K-7120T-CP

Click drain in polished chrome

K-7119T-CP

Click drain in polished chrome
56

69

185

214

COMPLEMENTARY™

COMPLEMENTARY™

K-45432IN-CP

K-45433IN-CP

Grid drain without overflow hole in polished
chrome

Grid drain with overflow hole in polished chrome
54

54
98
98

Grid drain also available in:
AF

Grid drain in vibrant french gold

K-45432IN-AF

Grid drain in vibrant rose gold

K-45432IN-RGD

Grid drain in vibrant brushed
bronze

K-45432IN-BV

BV

Grid drain in vibrant brushed
nickel

K-45432IN-BN

BN

FITTINGS

RGD

COMPLEMENTARY™

K-20746IN-CP

Long thread drain in polished chrome

104
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FITTINGS

Purist™ towel bar in polished chrome K-14436-CP

288

ACCESSORIES
Accessories should be more than just an after thought. They inspire design for the entire room and show off your
distinctive style, imagination and unique ability to achieve the exceptional. KOHLER ® accessories feature clean angles
and smooth surfaces that together create a sleek, modern appeal. They pair beautifully with your choice of Kohler mixers
to create a calming spa-or retreat-like environment.

PURIST™

PURIST™

PURIST™

K-14436-CP

Towel bar in polished chrome
71

K-14441-CP

Towel ring in polished chrome

48

225

652

152

PURIST™

PURIST™

K-14445-CP

Soap dish in polished chrome

Toilet tissue holder in polished chrome
159

110
121

160

76

FITTINGS

48

K-14444-CP

PURIST™

K-14443-CP

Robe hook in polished chrome
44

35

289

DEVONSHIRE®

DEVONSHIRE®

K-10551-CP

Towel bar in polished chrome

DEVONSHIRE®

K-10554-CP

Toilet tissue holder in polished chrome
61

85

254

670

DEVONSHIRE®

K-10557-CP

Towel ring in polished chrome
ø191

DEVONSHIRE®

K-10555-CP

Robe hook in polished chrome
61

75

81

61
95

FITTINGS

COMPLEMENTARY™

COMPLEMENTARY™
Towel bar in polished chrome
45

K-5630IN-CP

COMPLEMENTARY™

K-5636IN-CP

Glass shelf in polished chrome
500

125

610
72

290

45

COMPLEMENTARY™

K-5633IN-CP

Toilet tissue holder with cover in
polished chrome
160

COMPLEMENTARY™

K-5632IN-CP

Toilet tissue holder without cover in
polished chrome

53

197
45

72

COMPLEMENTARY™

K-5631IN-CP

Towel ring in polished chrome
ø164

COMPLEMENTARY™
Soap dish in polished chrome
110

53

K-5634IN-CP

137

COMPLEMENTARY™

K-5637IN-CP

Tumbler holder in polished chrome
68

COMPLEMENTARY™

FITTINGS

50

K-5635IN-CP

Robe hook in polished chrome

116

53
96

45
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COMPLEMENTARY™ SQUARE

COMPLEMENTARY™

K-25065IN-CP

Square towel bar in polished chrome

COMPLEMENTARY™

K-25071IN-CP

Square toilet tissue holder with cover in
polished chrome

60
78

142

42
78

70,5
570

COMPLEMENTARY™

K-25070IN-CP

Square toilet tissue holder without cover in
polished chrome

COMPLEMENTARY™

Square tumbler holder in polished chrome
142

142

FITTINGS

70,5
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K-25074IN-CP

142

78
88

42

COMPLEMENTARY™

K-25068IN-CP

Square soap dish in polished chrome

COMPLEMENTARY™

K-25069IN-CP

Square glass soap dish in polished chrome

142

142
80

42

80

42

120

COMPLEMENTARY™

K-25067IN-CP

Square towel ring in polished chrome

120

COMPLEMENTARY™

K-25073IN-CP

Square double robe hook in polished chrome

236

142

68

42
42

FITTINGS

78

COMPLEMENTARY™

K-25072IN-CP

Square single robe hook in polished chrome
60

68

42
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AVID™

K-97497T-CP

Hotelier towel shelf in polished
chrome
610

259

AVID™

K-97496T-CP

Double towel shelf in polished chrome
610

133

FITTINGS

Avid™ 457mm towel bar in polished chrome K-97494T-CP

AVID™

K-97495T-CP

Towel bar in polished chrome
610

70

294

AVID™

AVID™

K-97494T-CP

AVID™

Towel bar in polished chrome

K-97503T-CP

Covered toilet paper holder-with shelf in
polished chrome

457

142
82

70

95

AVID™

AVID™

K-97498T-CP

K-97502T-CP

Vertical toilet paper holder in polished
chrome

Towel ring in polished chrome

75

252

70

27

AVID™

AVID™

K-97500T-CP

Double robe hook in polished chrome

FITTINGS

148

K-97499T-CP

Single robe hook in polished chrome

45
121

47

Ø45

47

295

FITTINGS

Stillness® 652mm towel bar in vibrant rose gold K-14397T-RGD

STILLNESS®

K-14397T-RGD

Hotelier towel shelf in vibrant rose gold

297

652

296

STILLNESS®

K-14456T-RGD

Towel ring in vibrant rose gold
80

152

64
225

STILLNESS®

STILLNESS®

K-14459T-RGD

Vertical tissue paper holder in vibrant
rose gold

STILLNESS®

K-14451T-RGD

Towel bar in vibrant rose gold
71

160
610
110

STILLNESS®

K-14458T-RGD

Robe hook in vibrant rose gold

STILLNESS®

K-14461T-RGD

Soap dish in vibrant rose gold

48

35

STILLNESS®

FITTINGS

159

44

K-14463T-RGD

Tumbler holder in vibrant rose gold

110

135

297

BANCROFT®

BANCROFT®

K-11411-BV

610mm Towel bar in vibrant
brushed bronze

610

K-11415-BV

Tissue paper holder in vibrant
brushed bronze

K-11416-BV

Towel ring in vibrant brushed bronze

121

90

BANCROFT®

BANCROFT®

BANCROFT®

235

K-11414-BV

Robe hook in vibrant brushed bronze

71
73
216

FITTINGS

90

Bancroft® Tissue paper holder in vibrant brushed bronze K-11415-BV
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EOLIA™

EOLIA™

K-17529T-CP

Towel shelf in polished chrome

EOLIA™

K-17530T-ST

Toilet brush with holder in stainless steel
85

254
610

371

EOLIA™

K-18396T-S

Double toilet paper holder in
polished chrome
306

EOLIA™

K-15247IN-CP

Double robe hook in polished chrome
45

74

78

55
173

145

FITTINGS

JULY™

JULY™

K-45401T-CP

Towel ring in polished chrome

83

212

299

FITTINGS

Mistos™ robe hook in vibrant brushed nickel K-37055T-BN

300

MISTOS

TM

MISTOS™

MISTOS™

K-37050T-BN

K-37054T-BN

Tissue holder in vibrant
brushed nickel

Towel bar in vibrant brushed
nickel
80

78

53

506

MISTOS™

213

MISTOS™

K-37055T-BN

Robe hook in vibrant brushed
nickel

K-37057T-BN

Towel ring in vibrant brushed
nickel

53
78

91

86

217

MISTOS™

K-45446T-BN

Double towel shelf in vibrant
brushed nickel

FITTINGS

MISTOS™

155

K-45447T-BN

Covered tissue holder in vibrant brushed
nickel
204
126
134

Ø124

260

658

301

FITTINGS

Mistos™ towel ring in vibrant brushed nickel K-37057T-BN

302

VARIETY

COMPLEMENTARY™

K-96114T-ST

Recessed towel dispenser in polished chrome
2

30

COMPLEMENTARY™

K-96116T-ST

Jumbo toilet paper holder in stainless steel

119

255

125

1200

1152

255

0

35

K-1896T-S

Medium shower basket

159

SHOWER BASKET

K-1898T-S

Small shower basket

29

121

76

FITTINGS

SHOWER BASKET
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KITCHEN
MIXERS
Your kitchen is the centre of your home and a celebration of life
within. KOHLER ® Kitchen mixers are designed to offer you the
ultimate in both form and function. Kohler kitchen mixers deliver
enhanced functionality, enduring craftsmanship and unrivaled
design sophistication. This not only allows you to enhance your
experience, but also enables your kitchen to become an
environment where you can relax and entertain. Let us help you

KITCHEN
MIXERS

make it the perfect kitchen.

Elate™ kitchen mixer in polished chrome K-13963T-B4-CP

304

305

KITCHEN
MIXERS

New.Life.Form.

Karbon

KITCHEN
MIXERS

™

Karbon™ articulating deck-mount kitchen mixer in polished chrome K-6227-C11-CP

306

KARBON ™
A sleek hybrid of functionality and contemporary design, the Karbon ® kitchen sink mixer delivers water exactly where
you want it. An in-the-deck joystick valve gives you precise control of water temperature and flow.

KEY FEATURES
•

Unique articulated-joint design directs water to any angle and folds out of the way when not in use

•

Single joystick lever handle is simple to use and makes adjusting water temperature easy

•

Integral sprayhead provides laminar flow or aerated spray at the touch of a button

•

Ceramic disc valves exceed industry longevity standards, ensuring durable performance for life

KARBON™

K-6227-C11-CP

Articulating deck-mount kitchen mixer in
polished chrome
52

337

227

KITCHEN
MIXERS

Must Order:
G1/2” adapter required K-880095 (2 nos. per tap)

307

308

KITCHEN
MIXERS

SENSATE ™
Take touchless to a whole new level of convenience. The Sensate™ touchless mixer frees your hands so you can speed
through cooking and cleanup tasks while enjoying a cleaner, more hygienic kitchen environment.

KEY FEATURES
•

Touchless on/off operation through a state-of-the-art sensor that responds in 20 milliseconds

•

DockNetik™, a magnetic docking system located within the spout, for easy pull out spray action

•

AC-powered operation – no batteries to replace

SENSATE ™

K-72218T-B7-CP

Kitchen sink mixer with pull out spray and
DockNetik ™ magnetic docking system in
polished chrome
95

214

KITCHEN
MIXERS

394

309

KITCHEN
MIXERS

DECK-MOUNT
MIXERS

Singulier™ Kitchen mixer with pullout spray in polished chrome K-10877IN-4-CP

310

ELATE™

K-13963T-B4-CP

Kitchen mixer in polished chrome
119

229

SINGULIER™

K-10877IN-4-CP

Single-control kitchen mixer in polished
chrome
204

304
336

K-5243IN-4-CP

Single lever kitchen mixer in polished chrome
221

KUMIN™

K-99480T-4E-CP

Single control kitchen mixer in
polished chrome
63

227

277
343

KITCHEN
MIXERS

JULY™

311

CUFF™

CUFF™

K-37316IN-4-CP

Single handle deck-mount cold-only
kitchen tap in polished chrome

Dual-handle kitchen mixer with upward
spout in polished chrome
139

228

50
265

EOLIA™

K-8623IN-CP

215

155

WALL-MOUNT TAP

CUFF ™

K-37314IN-4-CP

Single handle wall-mount cold-only
kitchen tap in polished chrome

KITCHEN
MIXERS

165
241

Single control kitchen mixer in polished
chrome

200
213

312

K-37313IN-4-CP

313
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Commercial
Products

315

COMMERCIAL
PRODUCTS

KOHLER ® commercial products deliver
style and performance that endure.
Whether you’re offering plumbing
products for institutional, or for hospitality
applications, Kohler is your source for
hard-working fixtures and mixers of
exceptional quality and singular beauty.

Bardon S™ mid-size urinal with rear inlet in white, K-4978IN-ER-0

BARDON ™
TOUCHLESS

K-4915T-0

Touchless urinal with integrated sensor
and rear inlet in white
464

PATIO™

K-18645T-Y-0

Urinal with rear inlet in white
332

145

362
642

COMMERCIAL
PRODUCTS

838
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URINALS
KOHLER® urinals are equipped with an excellent water-saving function and cleaning efficiency. Different designs are
available for matching with other Kohler sanitary products.

K-4960T-ET-0

Urinal with top inlet in white
359

457

BARDON ™

Urinal with rear inlet 0.5L per flush,
in white
360

474

711

BARDON S ™

K-4978IN-ER-0

Mid-size urinal with rear inlet in white
378

284

715

DEXTER ™

K-5017IN-ER-0

Washdown urinal with rear inlet in white
346

575

K-4904T-ER-0

368
518

317
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BARDON ™

COMMERCIAL
PRODUCTS

Bardon S™ mid-size urinal with rear inlet in white K-4978IN-ER-0
Bardon™ urinal sensor in satin chrome K-8787T-B01-SC

318

URINAL SENSORS

URINAL FLUSH™

K-8828T-C01-CP

Urinal sensor in polished chrome

BEAM™

K-77692K-G

Urinal flush valve
144

56

180

175

Must Order:
Exposed Urinal Sensor Unbent Pipes
(K-2384T-NA)

PATIO ™

K-8791T-C03-CP

Urinal sensor in polished chrome
(AC Version)

PATIO ™

K-8791T-C01-CP

Urinal sensor in polished chrome
(DC Version)
125

125

125

319
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125

COMMERCIAL TAPS

T-PRES
OF

S

S

Soft-press taps for commercial bathrooms, with organic design and a beautiful chrome finish

IMAGE NEEDED

JULY™

K-20747IN-8-CP

Soft press auto closing cold-only tap
in polished chrome

132

90

COMMERCIAL
PRODUCTS

KEY FEATURES

320

•

Soft Press: Easy operation due to less actuation force required

•

Solid Brass Construction: Allows for extensive durability and reliability

•

Auto-Close: Highly sustainable solution that helps conserve water

COMMERCIAL TAPS & MIXERS
Taps and mixers for commercial bathrooms, with organic design and a beautiful chrome finish

STRAYT™

K-72867T-CP

Cold-only sensor tap without drain in
polished chrome
40

TOUCHLESS ™

Sensor basin mixer with drain in
polished chrome

154

120
114

138

TOUCHLESS ™

K-18057IN-ND-CP

Cold-only sensor tap without drain in
polished chrome
120
114

JULY™

K-18055IN-CP

KUMIN™

K-18656T-CP

Cold-only sensor tap without drain in
polished chrome
177

49,5
128

K-16024D-4-CP

Easy long lever basin mixer in
polished chrome

210

321
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COMMERCIAL TOILETS

ODELA™

K-1028D-00

ADA wall-hung bowl only
360

710
450-500

P-Trap
Must Order:
Connector accessory pack K-1046327-S
Odela WC seat with metal hinges K-E4750-00

SOAP DISPENSERS & HAND DRYERS

K-5487K-CP

Soap dispenser in polished chrome
112

118
232

TOUCHLESS ™

K-5486T-0P

Hand dryer in white
305

206

225

* Please contact our technical representative for information on ‘Must Order’ list for all the above SKUs.
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TOUCHLESS ™
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Cruz™ bath grip in polished chrome K-10701D-CP

324

GRAB BARS

GRAB BAR

K-5164T-ST

Safety handrail in stainless steel
698

79

GRAB BAR

K-5165T-ST

Safety handrail in stainless steel
79

700

770

716

GRAB BAR

K-5166T-ST

Safety handrail in stainless steel
566

CRUZ®

K-10701D-CP

Bath grip in polished chrome
76

79

254

325
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KOHLER ® Africa Sanitaryware and Bathing Products Limited Warranty
Kohler Africa Sanitaryware Products (Sanitary Ware like Lavatories, Toilets, etc) and Bathing Products (Bath Tubs,
Whirlpools, Bubble Massages, etc) used in normal residential and non residential commercial settings are warranted
to be free of defects in the material and workmanship for the period of time set forth in the warranty coverage chart
as detailed below, commencing from date of sale of Kohler Africa Sanitaryware and Bathing* Products to the original
purchaser (“warranty period”).

WARRANTY CHART
Products

Residential Warranty Period

Commercial Warranty Period

Vitreous China

10 Years

5 Years

Acrylic

5 Years

3 Years

Cast Iron

10 Year

10 Year

In-wall Tank

10 Year

5 Year

Toilet Seat

2 Year

1 Year

Electrical/Electronic Components*

1 Years

6 Months

Fittings**

2 Year

1 Year

* Electrical/ Electronic Components such as Sensor/ Motor/ Pump/ Solenoid Valve/ Heater/ Circuits Boards/ Blower Controller are considered as Electronic/Electric
Components.

** Fittings comprise of spares/accessories of Sanitaryware and Bathing Products and include such as Fill Valve Assembly, Flush Valve Assembly, Jets, Dial Trim,
Chromatherapy lights.

COMMERCIAL
PRODUCTS

During the warranty period if (in the opinion of Kohler Africa) the defect is due to defects in the material or workmanship,
Kohler Africa or its Authorised Service Franchisee/Representative will, at its sole option, repair or replace free of cost, any
defective component or part of the Sanitaryware and Bathing product, subject to the terms and conditions described
below:
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1.

The Product Installation was duly completed by a professional plumber with a valid registration with the Plumbing Industry
Registration Board (PIRB) of South Africa in one of the following categories: Licenced Plumbing Practitioner, Master
Plumber or Director Plumber. Proof of registration may be requested by Kohler Africa. ***

2.

Kohler Africa or its Authorised Service Franchisee solely can service/repair the Product.

3.

Kohler Africa and its Authorised Service Franchisee will make unit repairs or replacements under this warranty within a
reasonable period of time, as determined by Kohler Africa or its Authorised Service Franchisee performing the repair or
replacement.

4.

This warranty is only effective if proof of purchase (original sales receipt) is provided with all warranty claims or requests.

5.

The service/repair of the warranty shall be provided only within the municipal limits of the town or city where the Branch
Office of Kohler Africa or its Authorised Service Franchisee is located.

6.

If the Product is installed beyond the municipal limits of Kohler Africa’s Branch Office/Authorised Service Franchisee
locations, any and all costs and expenses incurred for repair/service of the Products in respect of a) to and from travel of
service personnel and b) transportation of the Product and/or spare parts and/or components from the location of Kohler
Africa’s branch office or Authorised Service Franchisee to customer’s location and back shall be borne wholly and solely
by the customer at the prevailing rates, and Kohler Africa shall not be liable for any damage caused to the Product in transit
or delivery for repair.

7.

Warranty period will start from date of invoice and shall automatically terminate upon the expiry of the warranty period even
if the Product has not been installed after purchase or has not been in the use for any part or whole of the warranty period
for any reason whatsoever.

8.

This warranty does not include payment of or responsibility for any excise duty, central taxes, state taxes and/or other local
taxes assessed to the parts supplied or repaired during the warranty period.

9.

In the event of any repairs/replacement of any parts of the Product, this warranty shall thereafter continue and remain in
force only for the unexpired period of the warranty. Any time consumed for the repair/ replacement of parts including transit
of the Product or its parts or any period during which the Product has not been used whether under warranty or otherwise
shall not be excluded from the warranty period and no extension of the warranty period will be granted.

10. This warranty remains applicable only if the Product has at all times been used strictly in accordance with the terms of this
warranty and has not been improperly or negligently handled. This warranty is not valid or effective if the Products are not
installed according to the instruction manual. Improper handling of the Products automatically terminates and nullifies this
warranty. This warranty does not cover problems arising from insufficient water pressure beyond the recommended limits,
excessive water impurities/hardness beyond the norms of drinking water or improper care and cleaning. Guidelines for
proper care and cleaning** are mentioned below. Kohler Africa is not responsible for labour charges, installation or other
incidental or consequential costs. Kohler Africa is not responsible or liable for any special or consequential damages due
to the defective Product, or due to defects of any component or part thereof. In no event shall the liability of Kohler Africa
exceed the purchase price of the Product. Improper care and cleaning will void the warranty.
11. In the event of non availability of components or parts due to any reason whatsoever, neither Kohler Africa nor its Authorised
Service Franchisee nor the Dealer will be responsible or liable for any delay that may be caused to service/repair of the
Product. In the event that the same model or colour is not available for replacement, Kohler Africa or its Authorised Service
Franchisee will replace the defective Product with an equivalent model or colour.
12. Kohler Africa may, at its discretion, retain any part or component replaced during the warranty period.
13. For Sanitaryware and Bathing products sold in Africa, only this Warranty document is applicable. Any reference to any
other warranty document will not be considered.

This is Kohler Africa’s exclusive written warranty. The decision of Kohler Africa regarding the warranty
is final and binding. All disputes are subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of Johannesburg,
South Africa only.

*** This applies to installations done within the geographical borders of Republic of South Africa only. Any installations
done outside these borders must be completed by a professionally registered plumbing practitioner as required by the
countries plumbing industry bodies, codes and regulations.

Care and cleaning guidelines:
• Always test your cleaning solution on an inconspicuous area on the product before applying it to the entire surface.
• Do not allow cleaners to sit or soak on the product.
• Use a soft, dampened sponge or cloth to clean. Never use abrasive material like a bristle brush or scouring pad.
• Wipe surfaces clean and rinse completely with water immediately after applying cleaners.
• In the rare occurrence of stubborn stains on Cast Iron surfaces, use abrasives or abrasive cleaners sparingly.
• Clean stainless steel surfaces once a week. Do not use cleaners containing chloride on stainless steel. If used, rinse the
surface immediately to prevent corrosion.
• Wherever gold or platinum is used on decorative products, use only warm water to clean and then dry with a soft cloth.

Contact us at:
Africa Customer Service Center, KOHLER Africa (Pty) Ltd.
Coachmans Crossing Office Park, Block C, Unit 2, 4 Brian Street, Lyme Park, Johannesburg,
2191, South Africa
Landline: +27 (0) 11 050 9000
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contact.africa@kohler.com

KOHLER® Africa Mixer Limited Warranty
Kohler Africa’s Mixers* used in normal residential and non residential commercial settings are warranted to be free of
defects in the material and workmanship for the period of time set forth in the warranty coverage chart as detailed below,
commencing from date of sale of Kohler Africa’s Mixers* Products to the original purchaser (“warranty period”).

Warranty Chart
Residential Use

Non Residential Commercial Use

Products
CP Finish

Vibrant PVD

CP Finish

Vibrant PVD

KOHLER Mixers

10 Years

12 Years

5 Years

6 Years

Sensor Mixers and Other
Commercial products

10 Years

12 Years

5 Years

6 Years

Sensors, Electronic Circuits and
Electrical Assembly

1 Year

1 Year

6 Months

6 Months

Motor/Pump/Steam Generators

1 Year

1 Year

6 Months

6 Months

Battery for Sensor Mixers

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

DTV+Interface, System
Controller & Digital Value

3 Years + 2* Year

3 Years + 2* Year

6 Months

6 Months

* 2 year extended warranty on DTV+ Interface, System Controller & Digital Valve is conditional on DTV+ Interface, System Controller & Digital Valve. This can only be availed
by filling the Warranty Registration booklet available at the dealer at the time of purchase.

COMMERCIAL
PRODUCTS

During the warranty period if (in the opinion of Kohler Africa) the defect is due to defects in the material or workmanship,
Kohler Africa or its Authorised Service Franchisee/Representative will, at its sole option, repair or replace free of cost, any
defective component or part of the Sanitaryware and Bathing product, subject to the terms and conditions described
below:
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1.

The Product Installation was duly completed by a professional plumber with a valid registration with the Plumbing Industry
Registration Board (PIRB) of South Africa in one of the following categories: Licenced Plumbing Practitioner, Master
Plumber or Director Plumber. Proof of registration may be requested by Kohler Africa. ***

2.

Kohler Africa or its Authorised Service Franchisee solely can service/repair the Product.

3.

Kohler Africa and its Authorised Service Franchisee will make unit repairs or replacements under this warranty within a
reasonable period of time, as determined by Kohler Africa or its Authorised Service Franchisee performing the repair or
replacement.

4.

This warranty is only effective if proof of purchase (original sales receipt) is provided with all warranty claims or requests.

5.

The service/repair of the warranty shall be provided only within the municipal limits of the town or city where the Branch
Office of Kohler Africa or its Authorised Service Franchisee is located.

6.

If the Product is installed beyond the municipal limits of Kohler Africa’s Branch Office/Authorised Service Franchisee
locations, any and all costs and expenses incurred for repair/service of the Products in respect of a) to and from travel of
service personnel and b) transportation of the Product and/or spare parts and/or components from the location of Kohler
Africa’s branch office or Authorised Service Franchisee to customer’s location and back shall be borne wholly and solely
by the customer at the prevailing rates, and Kohler Africa shall not be liable for any damage caused to the Product in transit
or delivery for repair.

7.

Warranty period will start from date of invoice and shall automatically terminate upon the expiry of the warranty period even
if the Product has not been installed after purchase or has not been in the use for any part or whole of the warranty period
for any reason whatsoever.

8.

This warranty does not include payment of or responsibility for any excise duty, central taxes, state taxes and / or other
local taxes assessed to the parts supplied or repaired during the warranty period.

9.

In the event of any repairs/replacement of any parts of the Product, this warranty shall thereafter continue and remain in
force only for the unexpired period of the warranty. Any time consumed for the repair/ replacement of parts including transit

of the Product or its parts or any period during which the Product has not been used whether under warranty or otherwise
shall not be excluded from the warranty period and no extension of the warranty period will be granted.
10. This warranty remains applicable only if the Product has at all times been used strictly in accordance with the terms of this
warranty and has not been improperly or negligently handled. This warranty is not valid or effective if the Products are not
installed according to the instruction manual. Improper handling of the Products automatically terminates and nullifies this
warranty. This warranty does not cover problems arising from insufficient water pressure beyond the recommended limits,
excessive water impurities/hardness beyond the norms of drinking water or improper care and cleaning. Guidelines for
proper care and cleaning** are mentioned below. Kohler Africa is not responsible for labour charges, installation or other
incidental or consequential costs. Kohler Africa is not responsible or liable for any special or consequential damages due
to the defective Product, or due to defects of any component or part thereof. In no event shall the liability of Kohler Africa
exceed the purchase price of the Product. Improper care and cleaning will void the warranty.
11. In the event of non availability of components or parts due to any reason whatsoever, neither Kohler Africa nor its Authorised
Service Franchisee nor the Dealer will be responsible or liable for any delay that may be caused to service/repair of the
Product. In the event that the same model or colour is not available for replacement, Kohler Africa or its Authorised Service
Franchisee will replace the defective Product with an equivalent model or colour.
12. Kohler Africa may, at its discretion, retain any part or component replaced during the warranty period.
13. For Sanitaryware and Bathing products sold in Africa, only this Warranty document is applicable. Any reference to any
other warranty document will not be considered.

This is KOHLER® Africa’s exclusive written warranty. The decision of Kohler Africa regarding the warranty
is final and binding.
The ideal cleaning technique is to always blot dry any water from metal surfaces. Allowing water to evaporate on metal
will form water deposits. It is important to use a dabbing action to dry metal, not an abrasive or rubbing action. Cleaning
with a damp sponge and buff drying should keep your mixer looking beautiful.
* All recommended fixture plumbing accessories, including but not limited to, grip rails, trim kits, drains: Duostrainer®
sink strainers and soap/lotion dispensers; are warranted to the original purchaser to be free of defects in material and
workmanship for one year from date of purchase.
** Never use cleaners containing abrasive cleansers, ammonia, bleach, acids, waxes, alcohol, solvents or other products
not recommended for chrome. This will void the warranty.

Care and cleaning guidelines for Chrome and Vibrant® PVD colors/finishes
• Always test your cleaning solution on an inconspicuous area on the product before applying to entire surface.
• Use a soft dampened sponge or cloth to clean, never use abrasive material like a bristle brush or scouring pad.
• Do not use cleaners containing ammonia, bleach, or acid. Most toilet cleaning products have high acidic content which
can damage the chrome finish, hence they should not be used to clean chrome finish.
• Use a mild detergent (such as dishwashing soap). Do not use abrasive cleaners.
• Rinse and be sure to wipe the entire surface dry.

Contact us at:
Africa Customer Service Center, KOHLER Africa (Pty) Ltd.
Coachmans Crossing Office Park, Block C, Unit 2, 4 Brian Street, Lyme Park, Johannesburg,
2191, South Africa
Landline: +27 (0) 11 050 9000
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